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Agribusiness takes the high ground

see Trade
— B19-23

It’s beenabanner year forNew
Zealandagribusinesswith record
export returns topping$53.3
billion— the first time the sector

has cracked the$50bmark.
This in spiteof the impact of the

lengthyCovid-19pandemic.
The results underlinewhy the

successof our agribusiness sector
continues tounderpin thehealthof
theNewZealandeconomy.

AsMinistry forPrimary Industries
chief executiveRaySmith says, the
challengesover thepast yearshave
tested the sector. “Our farmers,
growers, foresters, fishers, processes
andothers aredoing their best to

successfully navigate these… I
continue tobe impressedwith the
sector’s resilience.”

In theHerald’s Agribusiness&
Trade reportwedip into someof the
sector’s success stories. Despite a
toughwinterplaguedbyheavy rain
and floods there is optimism from
sector leaders that farmers canget
over this “winter of discontent”. There
is also realism that all around the
world foodproducers are facing
constraintsbrought aboutby
inflation, supply chain issuesand the
impactof climate change.

Plant&FoodResearch leaders
outline someof the innovations they
aredeveloping so thatour successful
horticulture industry continues to
post successes in changingclimate
conditions.

Kiwi companies are takingan
innovativeapproachwith, for
instance, amove to robotics in the
meat industry.

At theglobal level thereare

concerns the current foodcrisis
spurredby the impactof theUkraine
invasiononcrop levels, recession
fears andclimate change impactswill
continue into2023.

Thecurrent climate crisis inChina,
the result of anextensiveheatwave
whichhasdriedup rivers and
impactedcrops, adds to thechallenge.

NewZealandhasavital role toplay
as theworld’s populationheads
towards9.8billionby2050according
toUNprojections, up fromaprojected
8billionbyNovember2022.

AsProfessorNicola Shadbolt
pointsoutNewZealandproduces
about 2per centof globalmilk yet
it is responsible forone-thirdofwhat
is traded (only9per cent of global
productioncrossesborders), similarly
a thirdof sheepmeat tradedcomes
fromNewZealandand for kiwifruit is
itwell over 50per cent.

Agribusiness expert IanProudfoot
saysNewZealand’s foodsystem is
configured todeliverhigh-quality

food to theworldefficiently and
increasing sustainablywhich
consequently theworld is prepared to
paypremiumprices for. Butour
domesticmarket lacks scale,
struggles topayexport prices and
presents local customerswithamix
of foodof variable affordability from
local andoverseas suppliers someof
which is produced to lower
environmental andanimalwelfare
standards thatwe set forourselves.

Consequently saysProudfoot,
whenourdomestic foodsystem
leavesonemillionpeople living in
food insecurity andmanymore
dealingwith the symptomsofdiet-
relateddiseases, likeobesity and
diabetes, this becomespart of our
national story.

This is an issue for farmers, the
agribusiness industry andpoliticians
towork through.

Meantime, thepush is on forNew
Zealand’s foodproducers togain
greater access tomarkets at a time

of risingprotectionism.
This is noeasy featwhen the

EuropeanUnion, for example, hasnot
opened its doorswide toourmeat and
dairy exports via the recentbilateral
free tradeagreement that Jacinda
Ardern signed inBrussels on June30.

It’s amarkofArdern’s commitment
toNewZealand’s ‘OpeningUp’ that
shehas led threemajorbusiness
missions this year topromoteNZ
businesses tomarketsoffshore.

On theLate Show, Ardern (pictured
above) evenpromotedNZCarbon
Zerobeef tohost StephenColbert.

It is possible that shemay takea
select groupof businesses toChina
later this year tomark the50th
anniversaryof relationsbetweenNew
Zealandand thePeople’sRepublic of
China.

Enjoy the report.

FranO’Sullivan
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Progressive farming is our future
Farmers and growers central in providing economic security through uncertain times, writesDamien O’Connor

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern and Trade Minister Damien O'Connor at a Zespri promotion event in Tokyo this year.

continued on B4

O ur food and fibre sector has
again stepped up to show
its value to our economy in
the past year.

We’ve posted record export reve-
nueof $53.3 billion for the year ending
30 June 2022 — the first time we’ve
cracked the $50 billion mark.

In achieving this our farmers and
growers have been central in provid-
ing economic security for New Zea-
land through what can only be de-
scribed as challenging and uncertain
times.

Encouragingly, future exports are
forecast to grow to nearly $57b by
2026, as reported in MPI’s Situation
and Outlook for Primary Industries
(SOPI), which was released in June.

The question is, what does that
future look like and how do we best
position ourselves to meet it?

There’s no doubt in my mind that
our economic security and standard
of livingwill continue todependupon
our farmers and growers.

Key to delivering this will be the
sustainability of our practices.

To this end, the Government is
investing heavily to support the prim-
ary sector as it positions itself for
changing the international markets,
where consumers’ values are increa-
singly driving purchasing decisions.

Budget 22 saw us announce over
$1b of investment for food and fibre,
with $339 million to accelerate the
development of high-impact techno-
logies and practices to reduce agricul-
tural greenhouse gas emissions

This includes establishing the
Centre for Climate Action on Agricul-
tural Emissions.

The centre will be home to a new
joint venture between business and
Government to drive product de-
velopment of tools for farmers to shift
the dial on methane and nitrous
oxide emissions.

It’s a key part of our commitment
toworkwith the industry, becausewe
recognise that they currently have
limited options to reduce emissions
and operate their businesses.

Another aspect to our commit-
ment to collaborate is through the He
Waka Eke Noa partnership, whose
proposal onemissionspricing is being
considered by the Government,
alongside the Climate Change Com-
mission’s advice.

Climate change is challenging on
many fronts. Thankfully, we are past
the point of debating whether it’s
happening or not. That debate has

cost the planet and it’s costing us
economically when you see the fre-
quency of severe weather events
hammering us.

There’s also another cost to us:
opportunity.

For too long we’ve been blinkered
in seeing emissions reduction as a
cost to be worn.

Twenty years ago a great idea to
levy and invest in emissions techno-

logy was bundled up by opponents
into a “fart tax”. But the international
obligations to reduce emissions
remained. When we needed to lean
in, lift and learn, we looked the other
way.

Today however, our exporters are
responding to climate-related market
signals. For example, Zespri has a
commitment to embrace sustainable
practices and be carbon positive by
2025. When I was in New York re-
cently with the Prime Minister we
attended Silver Fern Farms’ Net Zero
Carbon Beef product launch. Initia-
tives like these differentiate us and
give us the competitive edge to pro-
gress up the value chain.

Big players such as Nestle or
McDonalds are intensely focused on
the sustainability of their supply
chains. Nestle for instance, has
pledged to source 20 per cent of key
ingredients through regenerative
agriculture by 2025, and 50 per cent
by 2030. UK supermarket giant Tesco
has told their suppliers that theymust
have a Net Zero carbon ambition and
a plan in place to achieve it by the
end of 2022.

Our investments in climate and
sustainability will position us to seize
opportunities. This is a key element
of theFit ForABetterWorld roadmap
that Government has developedwith
the sector.

In parallel with the Centre for
Climate Action on Agricultural
Emissions, the Government’s
Sustainable Food and Fibre Futures
(SFF Futures) partnerships with
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Progressive farming is our future
continued from B3

businesses now have a combined
investment of over $482 million. The
Government’s contribution is over
$216 million.

There are over 200 SFF Futures
projects exploring a wide range of
opportunities to diversify our
exports, capture value and progress
our sustainability credentials. We’re
putting regenerative farming through
scientific rigour so when we export
we can validate any environmental
benefits and add value; future-
proofing our $1.7 billion sauvignon
blanc sector by developing greater
genetic diversity in our vines; scaling
up the medicinal cannabis sector so

we can tap into a booming global
export market that’s currently worth
$28 billion; researching innovative
uses for seaweed; backing our apple
and pear production to become
spray-free by 2050; revitalising our
strong wool exports; andmuchmore.

To test our thinking on the future
I established, as Agriculture Minister,
Te Puna Whakaaronui — a think tank
to look broadly at the global future
of food. They published their first
discussion report in May, titled:
WELL_NZ ‘Reframing New Zealand’s
Food SectorOpportunities’. It identifies
that the convergence of technology
with biochemistry will disrupt in-
gredients markets as precision
fermentation ramps up. It asserts that

tailored nutrition will boom as
personalised medical data increases
its influence on consumers.

An increasing consumer expec-
tation to know the sustainability
credentials of their food is another
trend we can expect.

I speak with a wide range of
farmers and growers across New Zea-
land.

Some are excited about these
trends, while others feel anxious
about meeting these expectations.
What is common though, is their
desire for certainty and leadership.

I note inKPMG’s 2022Agribusiness
Agenda survey, which received re-
sponses from over 90 sector leaders,
“contributors were clear that change

would be happening with or without
regulation as it is what our communi-
ties and our consumers are deman-
ding”.

I want to acknowledge that right
now farmers and growers are facing
challenges like inflation, which is a
global phenomenon, and changes
around freshwater and emissions.

As part of Budget 22 the Govern-
ment is also investing $55 million to
ensure farm advisory services are
available across the country to help
businesses integrate their farm plan-
ning and lift their sustainability.

New Zealand is regarded as a
leader in the farming world.

We have worked hard to build a
reputation for quality, innovation and

“naturalness”. That’s our brand.
That reputation helps us enor-

mously when we are negotiating free
trade agreements such as our recent
dealswith theUKand theEU, orwhen
our exporters are on the ground
working in our global markets.

Our opportunity to grow value lies
in exporting low emissions, high
sustainability food and fibre.

This is what our high-value cus-
tomers are seeking.

By working together to achieve
this, we can become the best farmers
and growers for the world.

● DamienO’Connor isMinister of
Agriculture andMinister forTradeand
ExportGrowth
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Celebrating food and fibre
The sector’s
performance
throughout the
pandemic has
helped to keep the
economy growing,
writesRay Smith

The challenges over
the last couple of
years have tested

the sector. Our
farmers, growers,
foresters, fishers,
processors and
others are doing

their best to
successfully

navigate these . . . I
continue to be

impressedwith the
sector’s resilience.

O ur food and fibre sector con-
tinues to be front and centre
during New Zealand’s econ-
omic recovery from Covid-

19. I’m incredibly proud to be part of
these efforts, along with our team at
the Ministry for Primary Industries
(MPI).

Food and fibre export revenue re-
cently hit new heights, reaching a
record $53.3 billion in the year ending
30 June 2022, thanks to a strong last
quarter, particularly inmeat and dairy.

The sector’s performance through-
out the pandemic in producing vital
food and fibre for New Zealanders and
millions more around the world has
helped to keep the economy growing.

This level of performance during a
pandemic is a demonstration of the
resilience and commitment of the sec-
tor towards getting the job done.

It hasn’t all been plain sailing
though, with challenges like supply
chain disruptions, rising costs of fuel
and fertiliser, workforce challenges,
floods, and drought.

I’d like to acknowledge the sector’s
ongoing efforts and for working with
us to navigate these challenges.

Creating a future fit for a better
world
To aid our food and fibre sector’s
ongoing success, in 2020 we laun-
ched the Government and sector
roadmap Fit for a Better World. At its
heart is accelerating New Zealand’s
economic recovery by boosting pro-
ductivity, sustainability, and jobs.

We’re investing significantly in a
range of projects through our Sustain-
able Food and Fibre Futures fund.
We’ve committed more than $216
million in projects to date and, along
with the sector’s contribution, total
funding is more than $482m.

Together we’re backing a large
range of projects from understanding
regenerative farming practices in the
New Zealand context to exploring
and progressing new sectors, like
hemp and medicinal cannabis.

A project that has just kicked off
is our partnership with Ngāi Tah
Farming Limited and Ngāi Tūāhuriri.
Together, we’re undertaking a whole-
farm scale study in North Canterbury
to validate the science of regenerat-
ive farming.

A key strand of Fit for a Better
World is increasing export returns by
an additional $44b over 10 years. I’m
pleased to say we’re making great

progress, shown by our record year-
end export figures.

The Government and sector are
also working hard to connect New
Zealanders with food and fibre jobs.
An example is our Opportunity
Grows Here attraction campaign, in-
cluding targeting different job seekers
across our food and fibre sectors. To
date, there have been more than
900,000 views on our Opportunity
Grows Here website, showing there
is keen interest in sector jobs.

Support on the ground
Through Budget 2022, the Govern-
ment committed more than $1 billion
to the primary sector, including
funding to help reduce agricultural
emissions, to increaseproductivity, to
boost biosecurity, and to providevital
support to farmers and growers on
the ground. This includes our newOn
Farm Support team.

On Farm Support focuses on sup-
porting farmers and growers to take
an integrated approach to farm plan-
ning, helping them to adapt to regu-
latory change and helping connect
them to expertise, tools, resources
and services.

We’re currently recruiting regional
managers, who along with a small
group of advisers, will have local
knowledge and expertise. By late
October, On Farm Support regional
teams will be in place in Northland,
Taranaki, Top of the South, and
Otago-Southland.

By March 2023 we aim to have
expanded the service to provide nati-
onal coverage.

On Farm Support will complement
existing services offered by the prim-

ary advisory sector and regional
councils. We’re committed to build-
ing our service offering by working
together to increase support for
farmers and growers.

Tackling climate change
We take climate change seriously,
and I’m committed to helping to drive
positive change in an area that is
gathering more attention right across
the world. MPI received $338.7
million over four years in the Budget
to strengthen the role of research and
development in getting new tools and

technology to reduce on-farm emis-
sions to farmers and growers quicker.
This includes a new Centre for Clim-
ate Action on Agricultural Emissions.

The centre will have two key com-
ponents that will play complemen-
tary roles in driving research and
development for reducing biological
emissions—anewpublic-private joint
venture with some of our top com-
panies, and an enhanced New Zea-
landAgricultural Greenhouse Gas Re-
search Centre (NZAGRC).

We’re working through the oper-
ational details of the Centre in part-
nership with Māori, industry and the
science sector, and we’re aiming to
have the Centre up and running this
year.

MPI has another $329.7 million
over four years to maximise the
contribution of forestry in reducing
emissions, boosting carbon storage
and sequestration, and increasing our

woody biomass supply, to help
achieve New Zealand’s future carbon
goals.

Protecting our food supply for our
team of five million, and millions
more globally
The pandemic and Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine have brought into focus
food supply and security across the
world. In New Zealand, we’re fortu-
nate that we produce enough food
every year to feed more than 40
million people, including those at
home, and we’ve worked hard to
maintain our reputation as a leading
exporter of high-quality food and
fibre.

Biosecurity quite rightly remains
the number one concern for our
sector, especially given foot-and-
mouth disease (FMD) in Indonesia,
and it was a major topic of conver-
sation when I spoke at the recent
China Business Summit.

I was able to tell the audience that
New Zealand is free from FMD and
that we’re determined to keep it out.

The robust biosecurity system we
have in place has strict importing
requirements and strong border
measures. These include risk assess-
ments of all arrivals and cargo, 100
per cent screening of all checked in
and cabin baggage, detector dogs and
very strong import health standards,
and there are additional checks for
those arriving from Indonesia.

This is also a timely opportunity
to raise awareness. The risk of FMD
getting into New Zealand hasn’t
changed but we want people to be
alert. Travellers and farmers have a
crucial role to play in keeping New
Zealand FMD-free, and that also
means no more green lanes to fast-
track people through.

I’ve received terrific feedback
about our team’s work at the border,
and we all need to continue to play
our part.

The challenges over the last
couple of years have tested the sec-
tor. Our farmers, growers, foresters,
fishers, processors and others are
doing their best to successfully navi-
gate these.More recently, they’vealso
dealt with significant flooding. This
deserves to be acknowledged.

I continue to be impressedwith the
sector’s resilience and commitment
to keeping the supply of food and
fibre flowing.

Our food and fibre exports made
up81.4 per cent ofNewZealand’s total
exports in the year to 30 June 2022,
so there’s a lot riding on the sector’s
success. Our latest export revenue
figures should give us optimism and
remind us of the importance of cele-
brating wins as we go.

At MPI, we’re committed to con-
tinuing our work with the food and
fibre sector and doing our part to help
ensure its ongoing success, and keep-
ing the wheels of the economy turn-
ing.

● RaySmith isDirector-General of
MPI
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The best or worst year ever? The
food system question facing NZ

We waste much of the food we grow because collecting it is uneconomic. Changing grower economics could make
this food available to consumers.

When our domestic
food system leaves
onemillion people
living in food
insecurity,
something needs to
change, writes
Ian Proudfoot

Ian Proudfoot is the Global Head
of Agribusiness for KPMG.

U sing our traditional lens on
theperformanceof the food
system, the 2021/22 year
has been the best year ever.

Despite labour shortages, weather
volatility and fragile global supply
chains, export revenues for the year
hit a record $53.3 billion with solid
performances from many of New
Zealand’s key agri-food sectors.

There is an alternative perspective
on our food system’s performance
over the last year,which is being lived
bymillions ofNewZealanders. Higher
food prices, more supply shortfalls,
further food insecurity, and a collec-
tion of outcomes suggest anything
but the best year ever.

The obvious question is how the
food system delivered its best and,
arguably, worst years in the same
year. This juxtaposition has got me
thinking over the last few months,
and my view that our food system
in New Zealand effectively functions
through two distinctly different
structures is increasing.

One system is configured to de-
liver high-quality food to the world
efficiently and increasingly sustain-
ably. Food which, consequently, the
world is prepared to pay a premium
for. The second system supplies the
domestic market. However, this sys-
tem lacks scale, struggles to pay ex-
port prices and presents local cus-
tomers with a mix of food of variable
affordability from local and overseas
suppliers, some of which is produced
to lower environmental and animal
welfare standards than we set for
ourselves.

In reaching this view, I recognise
that the systems do not exist in
isolation from each other. Most not-
ably, they are inextricably linked to
Aotearoa, New Zealand, our country,
its environment, its people, and the
outcomes we achieve as a society.
Consequently, when our domestic
food system leaves one million
people living in food insecurity and
many more dealing with the symp-
toms of diet-related diseases, like
obesity and diabetes, this becomes
part of our national story. Ultimately
it will make it harder to sell premium
food to the world based on a story
that our food is healthy, sustainable,
and safe.

The implication of this is obvious.
We have reached a place that is

unsustainable for all New Zealanders.
We need different thinking to enable
our food system tooperate as a single,
integrated system that feeds every
person in a way that preserves their
manawhile also continuing to supply
premium food to the world, backed
by a substantive story about the
sustainability and health properties
inherent in our food.

Many hold farmers and growers,
food processors and retailers ac-
countable for our food insecurity.
They argue that the commercial sec-
tor has prioritised economic returns
over societal food outcomes.

This ignores that food insecurity is
an outcome of the broad ignorance
our society has had of the critical role
that food plays in securing the health
of our people, communities, environ-

ment, and economy over many
decades. Access and affordability
issues have undoubtedly contributed
to food insecurity but so has a lack
of nutrition education, poor under-
standing of how food influences
health outcomes, income levels and
taxes, housing costs, cultural and
community practices, and the unwill-
ingness of successive governments to
develop a food strategy.

The fact that we generate so much
of our export income from selling
biological products to the world
makes our food system more chal-
lenging to balance than other devel-
oped countries.

Unlike many nations, we have not
implemented a cohesive national
food strategy. We have largely con-
tinued to operate the food system
from the silos that we feel comfort-
able in.

While no work is under way to
develop a national food strategy, it is
exciting that participants across the
foodsystemaremakingmuchgreater
efforts to connect and collaborate
with organisations that have tradi-
tionally sat outside their silos.

This creates the opportunity to
design new business models that
could transform our food outcomes.

The transformational initiatives
should aspire to make people truly
food secure.

This means moving beyond the

amazing work community organisa-
tions continue to do to respond to
food insecurity to establish resilient,
financially sustainable channels that
give every New Zealander the ability
to access the food they need at prices
they can afford and in a way that
protects, and preferably enhances,
their mana. What sort of initiatives
might move us forward?

We waste much of the food we
grow because collecting it is uneco-
nomic. Changing grower economics
could make this food available to
consumers. This needs a contracting
model that gives the grower certainty

that their costs will be met for mar-
ginal products, enabling them to plan
to deliver this food to the domestic
market from the start of the season.

Seasonal food production results
in availability and pricing varying
across the year.

Historically we preserved food to
ensure supplies lasted the year. We
should be looking to use modern
technologies, such as drying and
dehydrating, to smooth supply peaks,
capture nutrients and enhance sup-
ply resilience year-round.

Emerging technologies, like verti-
cal farms and fermenting systems,
reduce the seasonality of supply.
They offer opportunities for iwi and
community groups to invest in their
future, secure food supplies and cre-
ate revenue streams from selling any
excess they grow.

Farmers takepride in the food they
grow; however, they do not influence
what happens to production beyond
the farmgate. A scheme could pro-
vide farmers with a chance to opt to
sell a small proportion of their output
at a domestic market price, with the
food being processed to support food
security.

We also need to find ways to back
local food initiatives by providing
them with affordable access to agri-
cultural supplies,more landandmod-
ern growing technologies that would
enable more communities to grow
and share more of their own food.

Addressing food insecurity requi-
res secure funding. Feeding our com-
munity properly should not rely on
charity. We should explore ring-
fencingGSTpaid on food to fund food
security initiatives in the same way
that tax paid on fuel is directed
towards transport.

This needs no change to the tax
system, only a commitment to allo-
cate the money to fund long-term
contracting, investment in equip-
ment and new farming technologies.

There aremany initiatives already
in place that could be expanded,
particularly around waste recovery.
Enhancing knowledge and skills
around nutrition and cooking is criti-
cal, as is ensuring people that require
assistance can access it in their com-
munities in a manner they are com-
fortable using.

There is no silver bullet to fix food
security; if there were, we would be
doing it.

The change will take a generation.
Itwill be drivenbyparticipants across
the food system being prepared to
connect, collaborate, and seek to do
things differently to create more
equitable, accessible, sustainable, and
prosperous outcomes because they
believe our food system can deliver
more than it does today.

Later in the year, the Aotearoa
Circle will release the outcomes from
theManaKai Initiative—aproject that
has spent the last two years seeking
to articulate the purpose and values
of Aotearoa’s food system, together
with a vision for the future.

What is very clear from that work
is that there is a role for everybody
who wishes to contribute to ensuring
that we feed our five million first.

“Wehave two foodsystems inNew
Zealand; aworld class export
systemandadomestic

systemthathasdemonstrated
its frailtiesover the last twoyears.
Weneeddifferent

businessmodels to lift the
resilienceofdomestic food
producers. A failure toprovide

accessible, quality, nutritious
food toall NewZealanderswill
ultimately impact our ability to
continue togenerate theexport

returnsweenjoy today”
—KPMGAgribusinessAgenda2022

KPMGAgribusiness
Leaders’ Priorities

TheSurveyonceagainplaces
world-classbiosecurity at topplace
in the rankings followedby signing
high-quality tradeagreements and
deliveringbroadband toall.
Other factors include: promote
careers toattract talent— fourth
place: developing resilient supply
chains (5), accelerate innovation
partnerships (6), initiatives for anet
zero carbon future (7), telling
engagingprovenance stories (8),
improved immigration settings for
skills (9) andbuildingwater storage
infrastructure.
In the 12thyearof the survey—with
theworld changing so rapidly—
KPMGhas taken theopportunity to
update thepriority statements in
the survey to ensure they remain
relevant to theworldwe live in
today. The largest increases in
priority score canbe seenabove.
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It isn’t easy being
The hunt continues for the industry’s Holy Grail, a higher-earning, New Zealand-exclusive sweeter green fruit

Dan Mathieson Michael Franks

I t must be of little consolation to
New Zealand’s green kiwifruit
growers that their crop is reve-
red as the “backbone” of the

export industry while more of them
are seeing red ink seep into their
books.

With the cost of growing and
harvesting one hectare of the green
Hayward variety kiwifruit now aver-
aging around $53,000, and global
marketer Zespri offering a latest
returns forecast of $60,000-$73,000
a hectare, even the most uninformed
observer can see it isn’t easy being
green right now.

But suggest the days of green fruit
growing may be numbered as
consumers continue to be seduced
by the higher earning, sweeter run-
away success Zespri SunGold— or the
new ZespriRubyRed — and it doesn’t
go down well in the multibillion-
dollar industry.

“Green is the backbone of our
industry. The reason we have had
money to put into developing new
varieties like gold is because of our
green growers. We should never for-
get that,” saysColinBond, chief execu-
tive of the voice for the country’s
3000-or so growers, NZ Kiwifruit
Growers Incorporated (NZKGI).

Global marketer Zespri, entitled by
statute to be the main exporter of all
New Zealand kiwifruit except to Aus-
tralia, also offers the “backbone” re-
sponse, noting green’s many loyal
consumers continue to favour its
sweet-sour taste and health benefits.

Green will continue to be a core
part of Zespri’s portfolio of varieties
and grown in big volumes, says the
exporter, noting the opportunity in-
herent in green production else-
where in the world declining.

That said, the marketer expects
green supply to decline over the next
five years as growers switch to other
varieties.

“We think we’ll come back to
around 55-60 million trays (per year)
from historic volumes of 70 to 80
million trays,” saysZespri chief execu-
tive Dan Mathieson.

(Zespri had 2027 down for that
contraction, but it recently cut its
2022-2023 export season forecast
from 66m trays to 60m due to lower
than expected yields.)

Meanwhile, the hunt continues for
the industry’s Holy Grail, a higher-
earning, New Zealand-exclusive,
sweeter green that ticks all the boxes
— and they are many — necessary for
commercial success.

Zespri can’t say more than trials
are ongoing and that the earliest any
new green variety will likely be avail-
able is 2027. (Orchardists will have to
buy a licence from Zespri to grow it.
The Hayward variety, commercial-
ised in the 1950s, does not require a
licence.)

But back to the question of how
long Hayward growers can keep up
the fight against spiraling orchard
costs and falling returns?

Who better to ask than New Zea-
land’s biggest kiwifruit grower (and
Australia’s), NZX-listed Seeka?

Chief executive Michael Franks
says returns for both conventionally-
grown Hayward, and organic green,
are best described as “lacklustre”.

He says it costs $45,000 a year to
grow the fruit, and another $6000-
$8000 to get it picked.

“Even orchards in good growing
regions are not earning a fantastic
return on their investment. If the

average return per hectare is $61,000
(Zespri’s August forecast) and it costs
$51,000 to grow and pick or some-
thing like that — and that’s the average
— therewill be a lot of growers in areas
away from the good growing regions
who are losing money.

“Returns in comparison to gold are
unsustainably low. Last year the aver-
age $75,000/ha was better. In good
growing areas, a top grower is getting
$150,000. But when $61,000 is the
average, that’s becomingmarginal. At
$75,000 a number of people were not
making money. At $65,000 a lot of
people will be in the red ink zone.”

But green is still a very good pro-
duct, says Franks. And Seeka, which
grew 8.2m trays of it this year, down
on last year’s 8.9m, is still planting it.

(Franks notes that another lurking
threat to green returns which he says
could strip 40 per cent of the yield
from Hayward orchards. That’s the
proposal by the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency to ban the use of
hydrogen cyanamide, a chemical tool
to enhance “bud break” and produce
a consistent crop. It’s particularly im-
portant to green growers. Consul-
tations between the industry andEPA
continue.)

Zespri confirms growers of top

quality green fruit are still doing
nicely. It says it has been able to
increase pricing in somemarkets and
returns in recent years “have been
some of the best ever” at orchard gate
level. But the gains have been eaten
up by soaring costs and a severe
labour shortage.

While the poor quality of some
export fruit this year—moregold than
green — has caused industry alarm
and made headlines, the marketer
says some very good fruit has also
gone out.

Out of the total 201.5m trays of
kiwifruit Zespri sold globally last year,
71m were New Zealand-grown green
fruit and 9.8m were produced by
offshore growers contracted to
Zespri.

Zespri’s latest forecast for grower
returns for 2022-2023 has a tray of
SunGold returning $10.02 (down from
last year’s final $11.51 and downon the
June forecast) while green is forecast
to return $6.13 per tray, compared
with $6.35 last season and $6-$7.50
forecast in June.

So how many New Zealand green
growers are feeling the pain?

It’s hard to put a figure on it bec-
ause so many growers have a mix of
green and gold in their orchards —

after grafting over to the more lucra-
tive Sun Gold, say industry leaders.
NZKGI’s Bond thinks 60 per cent of
growers produce both green and
gold. It’s estimatedaround30per cent
only grow green.

Why? Some possibilities: the fruit
has served themwell in the past; after
the vine disease Psa ravaged gold
fruit livelihoods in 2010, they saw the
replacement new SunGold variety as
high risk; perhaps they haven’t had
the funds to compete for a licence for
SunGold and have missed the oppor-
tunity to switch. (Licensing is a big
earner for Zespri, last year it brought
in $436.7m.)

So, why are green returns continu-
ing to disappoint?

For Zespri the answer’s straightfor-
ward. (Thoughnotwithout angst. One
former high-up reckoned Zespri
leaders spent more time discussing
how to improve green returns than
anything else.)

New Zealand might arguably pro-
duce the best quality green fruit in
the world and the best yields, but the
rub is green is grown around the
world. This means Zespri has a lot
more competition than it does for its
owngoldvariety. Themarketer is also
up against an overflowing basket of
other fruits tempting consumers.

Zespri tries to cash in on the
superior quality and health benefits
of its green fruit by asking premium
prices in crowdedmarkets. But it says
if pricing is pushed too far consumers
are lost.Also, quite simply, the current
green variety doesn’t have the attri-
butes of SunGold so consumers can’t
be persuaded to pay gold fruit prices.

Zespri says it reduces the green
offer to markets where the highest
demand is, so to develop its profile
and premium.

This strategy of course relies on
New Zealand growers producing
good crops — both in yield and qual-
ity. It’s not politic for Zespri to com-
ment on how that’s going. It will only
say there’s “a wide variety” of pro-
ducers.

About 40 per cent of the annual

green crop is sold in Asia and the
balance in Europe and North
America.

China is the most challenging mar-
ket.

China’s the biggest kiwifruit
grower in the world and exports
widely — at a very cheap price. The
challenge for Zespri in China is to
differentiate the New Zealand quality
brand without creating consumer re-
sistance to price.

Growers’ rep Colin Bond is very
concerned for the future of growers
not producing north of 14,000 trays/
ha.

“There’s an important distinction.
Our best green growers are making
money but the lowest producing
growers have some really tough
decisions ahead.

“We want to be sure Zespri is
upfront about the future of the indus-
try for green, allowing growers to
make informed decisions about what
to do with their orchards.”

He notes the value of those
orchards is still high relative to other
land uses — and because of the poten-
tial to convert to higher earning vari-
eties.

Meanwhile, Bond says NZKGI con-
tinues to “push” Zespri on lower green
returns.

“We always ask why? We say ‘give
us confidence you are identifying the
best markets and attracting the best
price premiums you are able to’.”

NZKGI understands that with
green fruit grown globally, New Zea-
land can’t influence demand like it
can with SunGold, but is he happy
with the answers from Zespri?

“Yes, but Covid has restricted our
ability to get offshore and see for
ourselves… we have to get an inde-
pendent view of what is going on in
the market.”

A major grower suggests if Zespri
put more effort into marketing green
fruit in Asia than “old faithful” Europe,
returns might improve.

The marketer’s response: “Our re-
search indicates that in somemarkets
consumers aren’t willing to pay the
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Tobe carbon
neutral, we need
to be positive
Taking action nowmeans taking control
of our own future

The world’s population will reach over 10 billion people by
2050. The scientific and political consensus is that we must
contain global warming to 1.5° C.

Food producers are faced with the challenge to feed a larger
population while reducing carbon emissions. However, there
are also opportunities.

Find out about the challenges and opportunities
for New Zealand’s agribusinesses at rabobank.co.nz
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green . . .

The reasonwe have had
money to put into

developing new varieties
like gold is because of
our green growers. We

should never forget that.

Colin Bond

same premium for green as other
markets like Japan, so we supply the
most fruit to our highest-returning
markets.

“This year, we’re expecting to send
just over half of our green crop to
Europe which will continue to take
the largest share of our green fruit for
the next five years given greater
demand for the variety.”

Why the lean to Europe?
“We know there’s strong demand

for green in Europe… generally speak-
ing when we consider where to al-
locate fruit, we look at the value each
market generates and our strategic
growth plans. This allocation also
drives our marketing investment
each season.”

Another grower suggestion is that
Zespri’smarketing efforts for SunGold
are more vigorous than for green
because gold fruit licensing is such a
big earner for the marketer, while
Hayward doesn’t require a licence.

Not so, says Zespri. It says its focus
with green, as with other varieties, is
to maximize value return to growers.
(This is also the base requirement of
the export regulations that entitle
Zespri to be the dominant marketer.)

It sayswhile SunGold has certainly
helped introduce new consumers to
kiwifruit and provided greater invest-
ment for Zespri brand building, that
helps all growers.

One thing is certain. While the
pressure is building in the long search
for a Hayward replacement, no one’s
rushing to pull up green vines.

Craigs Investment Partners re-
search analyst David Harris is a close
watcher of Zespri and the sector.

“I think green is still going to be a

staple of the industry. But there are
challenges and headwinds… the best
bet is that they probably have new
varieties coming through.”

Last word to Che Charteris, chief
executive of specialist agriculture
management company Craigmore,
which has around 20ha of Hayward.

“We need green. It spreads the

harvest window out — gold is earlier,
green later. Imagine trying to pick all
the kiwifruit in the country in four to
six weeks. Socially green is important
as well.

“We want a horticulture sector
which employs as many permanent
jobs as possible providing the oppor-
tunity to work all year round.”

On the search for a new green,
Charteris says “gold has been so good
people have set their expectations a
bit high around what a plant pro-
gramme can do”.

“It’s going to be very hard to find
a truly mega variety like SunGold. It
grows well, stores well, tastes good,
it can go into all markets.

“But they will crack it. If they find
a green variety with an IP licence, it’ll
be good for the whole country.”

Breeding kiwis
takes its time

Andrea Fox

Acommercially robust newgreen
kiwifruit variety is still at least three
years away.

Given therehavebeenno
commercial breeding successes since
Hayward’s debut in the 1950s, dowe
assumekiwifruit is aparticularly tough
challenge forplant science?

TheKiwifruit BreedingCentre, a
joint venturebetweenZespri andPlant
&FoodResearch, isworkingon finding
thenext green—and theoneafter that.

Chief operatingofficer Jayne
Chamberlain says therearemultiple
cultivars inpre-commercial trials.

Themanyparts to theprocess
include studyingmaleand female
compatibility, chromosomenumbers
andgenomearrangements. All of
whichmake somenatural crosses
hard. Theattributesof a fruitmust also
providewhat consumerswant, this
takes time in anatural breeding
programme.

“Weneed togrow thevines and the
time fromseed togerminating to
maturevineproduction…can takeup
to twoyears at each stage…

“Also toget thebest traits intoelite
germplasmrequiresmultiple
generations for thegeneticgain tobe
recoveredandvery large seedling
populationsneed tobe screened.
There’s also thematchingofmale and
femaleplants.

“Kiwifruit is dioecious,withmale
plantsnotproducing fruit but required
forpollination, anddifferentmale
pollinationcan impact fruit character-
istics fromthe femaleplant. This adds
another complexitywhen identifying
a femalevarietywhichhas the traits

tobe successful commercially.”
Greencultivars needmorewinter

chill for goodbudbreak,which
ultimately impactsproductivity, says
Chamberlain.

KBChas extended thegreen
breedingprogramme intowarmer
climates, alsowith aview toglobal
warming, to ensure anynewcultivar
releasedcan still deliver the
productivity requiredevenwitha lack
ofwinter chill andnouseofbudbreak
enhancers. Ideally, thenewgreenwill
have thecurrent green’s very strong
storability attribute.

Targeted traits indevelopment
span theorchard, supply chainand the
market/consumer, saysChamberlain.

For theorchard, a key trait is
improvedproductivity of goodsized
fruit and for theconsumer, abetter
tastinggreen that still offers the same
healthbenefits.

“Plants that havebeenbred for
manycenturies, like apples, have
muchhigher index (plant to fruit ratio)
so therearenobiological reasons for
kiwifruit not tobemoreproductive in
the future.

”Also,wehave somegreat tasting
newgreens coming through…

“The supply chain area is themost
challenging—Hayward is a robust fruit
with relative long storage.”
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Horticulture set for growth
New technologies and new varieties will ensure New Zealand continues its leading role
of supplying theworld with healthy, sustainable food, writesGraham Skellern

Wemake sure
we understand

what the
consumers

want and the
suitable
breeding

programmes
for generating

new
sustainable

products and
adding value.

Roger Bourne

Growers are using a
whole raft of

different
approaches and
technologies to

export their
products tomarkets
where people will
pay a premium for

them.
Gavin Ross

The miniature Rockit apple, with its full-sized cousin.

O ver the past two decades
NewZealand’s horticultural
exports have tripled to
more than $6 billion annu-

ally, making up 11 per cent of the
country’s total exported goods.

Backed by its world-class science,
astute breeding programmes and
typical Kiwi ingenuity, Plant and
Food Research is confident the hor-
ticulture industry is well placed to
continue its growth spurt.

As well as the big three of kiwifruit,
wine and apples, other new products
and varieties are coming on-stream
and destined to make an impact in
world markets.

“Horticulture has been a spectacu-
lar success story in terms of year-on-
year growth due to a whole range of
factors,” saysDr GavinRoss, Plant and
Food Research group general mana-
ger marketing and innovation.

“One of them is that the sector has
done really well in embracing inno-
vation and taking on new techno-
logies andapproaches that support its
own growth. For example, we now
have varieties of ourmajor fruit crops
growing in New Zealand and in other
parts of the world for year-round
exporting.

“These products come out of the
scientists in New Zealand,” says
Ross.”Our science can have an im-
mediate impact on a quite significant
scale. That’s good for Brand NZ.

“Growers are using a whole raft of
different approaches and techno-
logies to export their products to
markets where people will pay a
premium for them.

“They will get there through inte-
grated approaches of controlling
pests and diseases and other environ-
mental challenges which means ‘the
apples in New Zealand are the clean-
est in the world’. The New Zealand
sector has a green and nutrition halo,
but that doesn’t mean we stand still.”

The growing systems orchardists
are now using are producing high-
yielding, high-quality fruit that is in
demand around the world.

Roger Bourne, Plant and Food Re-
search general manager customer
and brand, says the sector is growing
like topsy. “We have a lot of confid-
ence about what we are doing.

“We make sure we understand
what the consumers want and the
suitable breeding programmes for
generating new sustainable products
and adding value. The demand for
food security and healthy and nu-
tritional products is strong, and we
are really goodat it. Themarketwants
what we can provide, and the sector
can add billions (of dollars) more.”

Bourne says the sector has estab-
lished itself in Asia, including China,
Europe, the UK, Middle East, and
Australia — and there are still a lot
more markets to develop.

“For instance, the sector is making
further inroads in the United States
by establishing its health position and
having strong branded products,”
Bourne says.

“And there’s roomformoreplayers
and investment at home. The grow-
ingMaori involvementwith their land
and young people and fantastic
brands is exciting.”

Last year New Zealand exported a
record $6.68b of horticultural pro-
duce to 127 countries — the average
value for the five years prior was
$5.73b. Including domestic consump-
tion, the horticultural industry is
valued at more than $10b — on a par
with the tech sector. Asia received
$2.77b of horticultural produce,
Europe $1.19b, North America $960m,
Australia $925m, UK $550m, Middle
East $73m, Central and South Amer-
ica $19m, and Africa $17m.

Kiwifruit led the way with $2.709
billion worth of domestically-grown
exports, though the value increases
to $4b with sales of Zespri SunGold
and Green fruit produced in places
like Italy, California, Chile, China and
Japan to create a 12-month supply.

Grape wine exports earned nearly

$1.6b, fresh and processed apples
$850m, avocados, including avocado
oil, $210m, onions $145m, frozen and
dried peas $108m, fresh and pro-
cessed potatoes $100m, vegetable
seeds $88m, squash $72m, cherries
$55m, and blueberries $40m.

Avocado sales have increased
from $62m in 10 years, cherries from
$23m, vegetable seeds from $56m,
blueberries from $16m, and hops

from $9m to $36m. Apples doubled
in value over the past decade.

Ross says future growth will still
come from the successful industries
of kiwifruit, wine and apples, but
there is a range of other crop options
emerging.

“When we look at kiwifruit, it is
only 1 per cent of the global fruit bowl
and there’s enormousopportunity for
expansion. We’ve already delivered

some of the best varieties of apples
that consumers around the world
have enjoyed. But there’s a pipeline
of new varieties and the opportunity
for New Zealand to expand in the
global apple sector,” says Ross.

“We are already into blueberries
and hops. We are scratching the
surface on oats and protein extrac-
tion, and we are looking at left-field
options like nuts and dragon fruit.
They are at anearly stage but it shows
we can have a more diverse offering
fromNewZealand thanwhatwehave
today.”

Plant and Food Research is col-
laborating with Nelson-based Pic’s
Peanut Butter which is running a
growing trial in Northland with the
prospect of yielding about two tonnes
of nuts per hectare. Pic’s wants to
replace its $10m a year imports from
Australia and Brazil with locally
grown peanuts.

Plant and Food Research has been
working with Vietnam, which supp-
lies 50 per cent of the global dragon
fruit market, to develop new culti-
vars, sustainable production tech-
niques and post-harvest systems. The
dragon fruit plant is a cactus, and the
fruit has a soft texture and mildly
sweet flavour, described as a blend
of pear and kiwifruit.

Zespri is now selling its RubyRed
kiwifruit, bred by Plant and Food
Research, to Singapore, Japan and
China, with volumes reaching
250,000 trays this year. The new
variety with its unique colour profile
and berry-like taste has attracted
younger consumers.

The miniature Rockit apple, nurt-
ured by Plant and Food Research for
20 years and ideal for snack boxes,
is a blend of the sweet and crunchy
Gala and Splendour varieties.

Rockit is now sold in 30 countries,
having experienced 45 per cent
growth in revenue over the past two
years, and the apples are grown in
10 countries for year-round supply
and freshness.

With climate change and rising
global temperatures in mind, Plant
and Food Research worked with its
Spanish counterpart to develop the
first “hot” red apple variety, which is
now licensed for grower testing in
New Zealand, South Africa, Europe,
UK and Australia.

Commercial planting has begun in
Spain, and places with long hot sum-

mers in New Zealand will be able to
add high-quality pipfruit to their hor-
ticulture portfolio, while the apple
growing regions will be able to keep
sustainably producing quality fruit as
the climate changes.

Plant and Food Research is now
taking a stronger interest in indoor
horticulture. “This is a trend outside
New Zealand — producing vegetables
and other crops close to the market,”
says Ross.

“New Zealand can have a stake in
this by developing our own tech-
niques. Dairying globally has gone
indoors; strawberries, boysenberries
and blueberries are grown in a tunnel
greenhouse environment.

“The economics of growing in-
doors is interesting. You have the
same piece of land growing multiple
crops and you don’t have to worry
about seasonal factors. The leafy
green fruit are stacked upwards and
the yield multiplier becomes sig-
nificant. The numbers being put out
are impressive,” says Ross.

Collective Miro LP is aiming to
transform 500-1000 hectares of
under-utilised Maori land into a
$200m blueberry production busi-
ness using the tunnel greenhouse
technique. Miro wants to become “a
baby Zespri” by co-ordinating the
whole supply chain.

Plant and Food Research is also
involved with industry partners in
developing the future orchard plant-
ing system, with the potential to
double productivity from 80-100
tonnes to 180-200 tonnes per hectare.

The crops are grown on dwarf root
stocks, the rows are closer together
and the shape of the plants is redes-
igned to produce a tall, thin canopy
or wall of fruit. The simplified fruit
trees run in one plane with simple
upright vertical fruiting shoots.

Whendeveloped the trees haveno
branches; instead there are columns
of fruiting buds with the leafy areas
highly exposed to the sunlight. The
aim is to design a canopy that meets
the requirements of fruit quality,
durability and appeal, and to achieve
a high 90 per cent light intervention.

Ross says improving the efficiency
(including labour andenvironmental)
of fruit production on a minimum
amount of landwhile reducing inputs
on the orchard is vital for the lon-
gevity and sustainability of the fruit
tree industries. “By finding smarter,
greener options, we are helping to
deliver healthy foods from the
world’smost sustainable systems,” he
says.

Plant and Food Research is also
investigating technology advance-
ments to help solvemultiple food and
environmental problems and grow
the primary industries.

The next moves could come in
open ocean aquaculture, lab-based
meat, zero waste factories, digital
orchards, and new breeding tech-
niques, like gene editing with CRISPR,
to speed up the cultivation of new
varieties that normally take at least
15 years to bring to market.

Bourne says the New Zealand hor-
ticulture industry has a strong sense
of unity. This co-operation is a major
catalyst for future growth.

“Zespri has a $4b business and
apples a $1b business and what
they’ve learned is flowing down
through the sector. There is a lot of
talk that avocados can become a $1
billion crop. That’s going to take time
building up the technology, branding
and infrastructure base.

“We see growth coming on a broad
set of fronts. Yes, the big players will
still be a big part of that, but there
are other exciting businesses sitting
behind them,” says Bourne.
6 technologies changing how food
is produced — B14
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Agri faces bright future,
despite a tough winter
Despite grey clouds and sodden pastures we can get over this season of discontent, writes Tim Henshaw

In a world facing
increasing global
instability and a

changing climate,
agriculture has a
strong future in

countries like ours
with relatively

stable geopolitics
and temperate

climates.

Tim Henshaw says the Westpac NZ Agribusiness and Economic teams are seeing positives for the year ahead, and are keen for primary producers to keep these factors in mind.

I t is fair to say this has been New
Zealand’s winter of discontent,
but looking forward we see
many positives for our farmers

and growers.
The rising cost of living, wide-

spread illness and, yes, some disap-
pointing All Blacks results have cast
a pall across the nation’s towns and
cities.

For Kiwis working on the land, it’s
been particularly tough.

Thesemonthswill be remembered
by many for the grey clouds and
sodden pastures, a persistent lack of
workers, ongoing supply chain issues,
and an incoming tide of regulations.
Most recently, the rainhasdescended
once again, just as many regions are
calving and lambing and growers
prepare for spring priorities.

Farming can be a lonely profession
at the best of times. When the chips
are down it’s natural to feel even
more isolated — few will be surprised
that a recent Federated Farmers sur-
vey found farmer confidence was at
its lowest level in 13 years.

The sentiment arises from real
issues, many of which are structural
and difficult for farmers and growers
to solve individually.

However, theWestpac NZAgribus-
iness and Economic teams are seeing
positives for the year ahead, and are
keen for primary producers to keep
these factors in mind as we see out
the winter season.

Firstly, farmer incomes remain ro-
bust. Commodity prices may have
moderated, but remain firm, and we
expect them to stay elevated as we
head into 2023.

In thewords of ourAgri economist:
“prices have simply moved from the
peaks to a high plateau”.

The farmgate meat and milk price
outlook is being supported on several
fronts. Notably, weak global supply in
meat and dairy in New Zealand, the
United States and Europe, the low
New Zealand dollar and, more re-
cently, falling shipping rates are all
supporting the outlook. Meanwhile,
farmgate meat prices are likely to
receive a leg up as meat processing
capacity improves further over
coming months.

Similarly, horticulture prices have
dropped off their highs, but also re-
main healthy.

Indeed, agricultural incomes have
been firm right through the Covid
years and have helped offset weak-
ness in other areas of the economy.

With strong incomes over recent
years, farmers and growers have
been able build their financial resili-
ence.

Many have been using the
cashflow in recent seasons to pay
down debt, which has strengthened
their balance sheets.

Figures from the Reserve Bank of
New Zealand show dairy debt has
reduced by $4.8 billion in the past

three years to June. Agriculture de-
posits are also up across the same
period 25 per cent to $10b. This
strengthens farmers’ and growers’
ability to invest on farm to adjust to

the evolving regulatory environment,
andbuild a farm that is physically and
financially more resilient.

Longer term, confidence can also
be taken from a recent report that
confirms the place of New Zealand
agriculture on the world stage — a
position that leaves uswell placed for
future success.

A Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment (MBIE) study con-
firmed that our already strong
exports of animal products, food pro-
ducts, vegetables and forestry had
outpaced robust global growth in
recent years, and were deemed ‘star
performers’ in terms of comparative
advantage. And, these sectors con-
tinue to dominate our exports. Dairy,
meat and wood remain our top three
exports by product, with fruit not far
behind.

To keep our nose in front we’ll
need to keep innovating, raising the
bar in terms of the quality of our food
and the efficiency with which it is
produced.

I’m confident our farmers and
growers are well placed to rise to the
challenge given our record of inno-
vation across many generations.

Looking further into the future, we
can expect the world to keep on
demanding New Zealand food and
animal products.

With the world’s population set to
increase to 10b people around the
middle of the century, and a growing
consciousness around sustainability,
markets will pay a premium for qual-
ity food that is produced with the
environment and animal welfare in
mind.

We recently announced a
Sustainable Agribusiness Loan pilot,
and are not the only bank working
in this space. Expect to see more

innovative financing of the agricul-
ture sector as banks deliver products
that support farmers’ and growers’
ambitions to be more sustainable.

Food security is also a real issue,
and has been highlighted by the war
in Ukraine. In a world facing increas-
ing global instability and a changing
climate, agriculture has a strong fu-
ture in countries like ours with rela-
tively stable geopolitics and temper-
ate climates.

Sowhat advice can I offer? If you’re
worried about your finances, or even
just want a chat about how things are
going, give your banker a call. We’re
here to listen.

We can talk about your goals and
where you are headed, and can sup-
port you to understand the chall-
enges that are coming and what you
can do to prepare.

As always, keep an eye on your
costs and keep managing your debt
requirements to ensure you can
handle any unexpected events.

Lastly, the days are getting longer
and boggy pastures will firm up.

The excessive rain that has
brought somuchmud throughwinter
will create favourable conditions as
we head into spring and summer and
the wider picture remains strong
● TimHenshaw isHeadof
Agribusiness atWestpacNZ
Westpac is anadvertising sponsorof
theHerald’sAgribusiness andTrade
report.
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Preparing for the transition
Rabobank’s Todd Charteris tells Bill Bennett a ‘swarm of innovation’ will be needed to feed the future world

Productivity: The nation’s sheep flock has halved since the 1970s, yet we are exporting more product than ever.

About a third of all
food produced in

the world is wasted.
There’s a

disconnect
between this and
the challengewe
havewith food

security.
Todd Charteris

“W e’ve got to do
things differently”,
says RabobankNZ
chief executive

Todd Charteris. “Doing nothing is not
an option.”

Charteris says that by 2050 there
will be 10 billion people to feed —
that’s 30 per cent more than today.

The extra mouths will challenge
food producers but on top of growing
more they are also faced with the
prospect that to contain global warm-
ing they need to increase production
while cutting emissions.

Charteris believes this is achiev-
able: “New Zealand’s farmers are in
a strong position to set the standard
for the rest of the world to follow”.

Rabobank has highlighted focus
areas where farmers and food pro-
ducers can push ahead.

Innovation is at the top of his list
Charteris says rather than a few big
projects, the goal should be to create
a ‘swarm of innovation’.

“We need to create an environ-
ment where innovation can thrive.
Innovation is inherently uncertain,
not all ideas will work. It is also
incremental; progress is often made
up of lots of small things that add up
to something greater,” he says. “ Once
a new idea, best practice or inno-
vation is recognised we need to en-
courage food producers to use it, so
I want to see a way of creating more
visibility about the sharing of ideas
and collaboration.

“This is already happening, but we
need more of it.”

Charteris says New Zealand’s gov-
ernment has been great in terms of
funding agribusiness innovation. But
he wants to see policymakers and
regulators to open up and let inno-
vators go the full distance.

To a degree New Zealand is
already on this path. The national
dairy herd has fallen in numbers in
recent years, but developments in
breeding has seen fewer cows pro-
duce more milk.

Likewise, the nation’s sheep flock
has halved since the 1970s, yetwe are
exporting more product than ever.

“The productivity gains have been
massive both in terms of lambing
percentages and yields. If you com-
pare this with other industry sectors,
the progress is a standout,” says
Charteris. “This should give us con-
fidence we can meet the challenge of
increasing food production while re-
ducing carbon. With the right focus
and incentives around it, we can
continue to make productivity gains.

“The current environment is
inherently uncertain with regulatory
changes and that brings with it a
number of concerns. But it’s worth
thinking about where we have come
from and where we still have lever-
age, this gives me optimism about
moving forward.”

For Charteris a key to stepping up
the swarm of innovation lies in the
link between the scientists and being
able to test new ideas on a commer-
cial scale quickly.

There’s a role for his bank in this.
Rabobank is the world’s largest

specialist financial services provider
for the agribusiness sector and has
been active in the industry for a
century. “We need to bring our know-
ledge and understanding of what is
happening in othermarkets andwhat
we are hearing from consumers
around the world. A bigger role for
us would be to help create and foster
knowledge networks and when we
see successful innovation elsewhere
sharing that information. It’s some-
thing we can do on our own, but we
are able to work with others.

“We have a global team of highly
qualified agri-analysts and a research
team that gives us powerful insights
we can pass on to our customers.
When China went into lockdown and

there was an impact on foodmarkets
in that country we had people on the
ground who could feed accurate in-
formation back to help farmers make
informed decisions,” he says.

Precision agriculture
Precision agriculture is a relatively
recent innovation that has made the
kind of difference Charteris is looking
for. The technology allows farmers to
apply nutrients square metre by
squaremetre insteadofover anentire
paddock.

He says the high cost of synthetic
fertilizers has made precision agricul-
ture an essential farming tool for
some producers, but he now wants
to see the technology applied on a
wider scale. “We can use precision

agriculture based on soil types or on
slopes, so an individual farm’s char-
acteristics can be mapped. It means
we can minimise the environmental
impact and not waste precious res-
ources.

We can also deal with more fragile
soil types and reduce run-off.”

While precision agriculture is not
a silver bullet, Charteris says it is an
example of the incremental tech-
niques and technologies that make a
small change on their own, but when
combined with other technologies
become part of a huge cumulative
impact.

Supply chains
One area that Charteris identifies as
needing work is the supply chain and

logistics of food production. He says
there’s a danger that the natural
resources, energy, water and labour
that goes into food can be wasted if
the produce ends up in a landfill, not
on people’s dinner tables.

“It’s a double whammy because
when food ends up in a landfill it rots
and ends up contributing even more
to greenhouse gases,” he says.
“There’s research that shows a stag-
gering amount of food is wasted,
much of it at the household level.

“It’s not a problem that farmers and
food producers can solve on their
own, it needs societal change.

“But first we have to stop overpro-
duction at certain times and get ac-
ceptance that food and vegetables
don’t have to lookperfect to be edible.
The ugly ones taste the same so why
waste them.

“This is an area where we have to
change everyone’s mindset.

“About a third of all food produced
in the world is wasted. There’s a
disconnect between this and the chal-
lenge we have with food security
where people may not have enough
to eat. We could produce less food
if we wasted less.”

While much of the logic behind a
transition in how New Zealand pro-
duces food is about combating clim-
ate change, those changes are bring-
ing a different transition as changing
conditions affect what can and can’t
be grown in locations around the
country.

Charteris sees more grounds for
optimism in this: “Our farmers, food
producers and growers have been
managing climate forever.

“The climate has been changing for
a long, it’s not new.

“Somecropswill need tomove into
new areas and in areas we’ll be able
to farm new crops. The big issue is
that we can’t afford to see
temperatures continue to rise. They
are rising and that’s having a detri-
mental effect on a global scale.
● Rabobank is anadvertising sponsor
of theHerald’sAgribusiness andTrade
report.
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Our place on the global foodmap
Theworld is at a
precarious place
with food security,
so NZ’s role in
feeding theworld
needs to be
recognised, writes
Nicola Shadbolt

It is not a
matter of
whether
we feed

the rich or
not, it is
about

whether
everyone
gets fed.W hen I hear people saying

we are irrelevant when
it comes to feeding the
world because we pro-

duce such a small percentage of
global food, I realise how little is
understood about the global food
map and the role New Zealand plays
in it.

The global food map reflects the
balancing of interconnected supply/
demand dynamics between coun-
tries. In many cases what is grown
is highly perishable, so little is traded
across borders, as a resultmarkets are
thin and highly volatile. For example,
NZ produces about 2 per cent of
global milk yet is responsible for a
thirdofwhat is traded (only9per cent
of global production crosses borders),
similarly a third of sheepmeat traded
comes from NZ and for kiwifruit it is
well over 50 per cent. Our expertise,
therefore, is not just in production but
in getting products to distant markets
— product stabilisation, packaging,
storage, supply chains.

Importantly the balancing that
occurs is fundamental to global food

security; it is not a matter of whether
we feed the rich or not, it is about
whether everyone gets fed. The key
decision-makers in meeting this goal
are a combination of the farmers
themselves (do I produce food, feed,
fibre, fuel, ecosystem services etc
with my land) and the industries and
legislators who influence them with
sticks and carrots.

In unpicking the supply/demand
dynamics, the growth in demand for
food has been inexorable not only as
the world population has grown but
as people have been pulled out of
poverty. Three decades ago, 2 billion
people lived in absolute poverty; by
2018 that figure had more than
halved, with China playing a big part
in that reduction. Their increased
spend on higher quality/nutritious
food as well as that of the burgeoning

middle classes is well documented.
To put this into perspective for dairy
nutrients the annual increase in de-
mand globally has been the equiva-
lent of all of NZ’s production, every
year; global demandhas increased by
2 per cent a year, China’s demand has
increased by 3.1 per cent. For New
Zealand we have always had a com-
parative advantage in meeting this
demand; we have for many years
supplied those countries that are not
self-sufficient in the nutrients we pro-
duce and have also been able to
achieve seasonal complementarity
due to being southern hemisphere
producers.

The supply dynamic is subject to
a number of uncertainties that have
had a large impact on price volatility,
especially in those thinly traded
markets. The supply shocks have

been caused by disease (foot and
mouth, swine fever, avian flu, PSA),
as well as climate extremes, and
geopolitical influences such as pro-
tectionism and war — the Ukraine
situation is a very real example of that
right now.

While food security is often
debated and legislated for at the
country specific level it is a global
phenomenon and one that NZ plays
a key role in due to our ability to
supply. That ability is as described
above, not just the products but the
technology and systems that make it
possible to get food where needed.
The world is at the most precarious
place with food security it has been
in many years, so NZ’s role in feeding
the world needs to be clearly recog-
nised and not diminished.

There are three key issues now for

global food security to contend with:
● Cost of production increases —

labour, fertiliser etc
● Availability — supply shocks

and geopolitical barriers to trade
● Affordability — inflation and

price increases pushing people back
into poverty

Mutual benefit between countries
is creatednot just bymatching supply
and demand dynamics though, it also
requires high quality relationships
with genuine reciprocity throughout
the value chains.

Mutual benefit canbegin in thepre-
competitive space, developingmean-
ingful connections amongst scientists
to address global issues and create
step changes in science and inno-
vation collaboration and delivery.
Technology, for example, that will
increase food supply and reduce the
reliance on labour and impact on the
environment. Collaboration that will
involve two way exchange of scien-
tists and students.

There are some very good ex-
amples of high quality business re-
lationships between NZ and China
that have been built up over a num-
ber of years, as evidenced from the
other panel speakers.

Reciprocity will enable NZ to de-
liver a secure stable supply of safe
nutrients that are complementary to
domestic production. If global food
security is to be addressed it is not
“either-or” it is both.

● Nicola Shadbolt is Professor of Farm
andAgribusinessManagement at
MasseyUniversity. She is currently
Chair of Plant&FoodResearch, a
ClimateChangeCommissioner and is
on theexecutive boardof the
International Food&Agribusiness
ManagementAssociation (IFAMA).
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How bad will the global
food crisis get?
Food commodity prices are falling but experts say global production and hungermight be evenworse in 2023

Figures as of June 23, 2022.
Source:Ministry ofAgrarian Policy and foodof
Ukraine /Herald graphic
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Russia
invades
Ukraine

Fertiliser BrentCrudeOil

Chelsea Bruce-Lockhart and
Emiko Terazono in London

A Russian soldier guards a pier with grain storage in the Mariupol Sea Port,
Ukraine. Photo / AP

H as the high price of food
passed a peak? Even before
the UN-brokered grain deal
between Kyiv andMoscow

gave the green light for shipments to
leave Black Sea ports, food commod-
ity prices had been plummeting.

Fears of recession, a bumper har-
vest in Russia and hopes of revived
grain trade flows have pushed prices
lower.

But the price declines do notmean
the food crisis is over. Analysts say
the underlying factors that drove
markets higher are unchanged. The
ongoing war is only one of a multi-
tude of problems that could sustain
higher hunger rates for many years
to come.

The Ukraine conflict came at a
time when food prices were already
being pushed upwards by a range of
factors — mainly droughts affecting
key crop-producing countries and
supply chains dealing with the re-
sidual effects of the pandemic. In
poorer countries whose economies
have been left in tatters by Covid-19
lockdowns, thewar only exacerbated
a grim situation.

“What sets this global food crisis
apart fromprevious similar situations
is that there aremultiplemajor causes
behind it,” says Cary Fowler, US
special envoy for food security.

The true impact of this combina-
tion of factors will only become
apparent next year, analysts say. “I’m
more worried about 2023 than 2022,”
says one.

Storm clouds on the horizon
The war has undoubtedly been a big
drag on global food production. With
Ukraine’s ports blockaded and cap-
acity on alternative routes limited,
export volumes are significantly
down. In June, the country exported
just under 1mn tonnes of wheat, corn
and barley — 40 per cent lower than
the same month in 2021, according
to Ukraine’s agriculture ministry.

Ukraine’s harvest started this
month and growers are scrambling
for storage for the new crop. But if
farmers cannot sell their grains, it will
have a knock-on effect into 2023
because they will not have funds to
pay for seeds and fertiliser for the
next season. Theymaynot evenhave
a crop, warns an international food
policy official.

The high commodity prices seen
in the late northern hemisphere
Springmay have incentivised greater
productionelsewhere. But thatwill be
offset by the surge in input costs for
many farmers, especially fertilisers
and diesel used for transportation
and farm equipment.

Food policy officials warn that
soaring energy prices, which are
expected to rise further over the
winter, have also hit production of
nitrogen fertiliser, a key crop nutrient.

“If we don’t sort out [the issuewith]
agricultural inputs — in particular
fertilisers — then the crisis of
affordability will turn into a crisis of
availability come next year,” warns
ArifHusain, chief economist at theUN
World Food Programme.

So far, the main concern about
food has been grain supplies, especi-
ally the wheat and vegetable oils of
which Ukraine is a large exporter. But
some analysts are concerned about
the price of rice, the cornerstone of
diets across Asia.

For now, there are high levels of
inventories in leading producing

countries such as India, Thailand and
Vietnam. However, there are worries
about export restrictions, if the high
cost of wheat prompts more consu-
mers to turn to rice as a substitute.

Only about 10 per cent of total
global production of the grain is
exported, so a restriction by any one
exporter canhave an outsized impact
on international prices.

In 2007-08 export restrictions
imposed by India and Vietnam,
combined with panic buying by large
rice importers suchas thePhilippines,
led to prices more than doubling.

“We are monitoring rice prices
closely,” say analysts at Nomura, the
Japanese investment bank. “If rising
wheat prices lead to substitution to-
wards rice, this could lower existing

stocks, trigger restrictions by key pro-
ducers and lead to higher rice prices
over time.” Officials are also watching
fertiliser availability for rice pro-
duction in Asia.

The human effects
Long before Russia invaded Ukraine,
food insecurity was at record levels.
Due to the pandemic, droughts and
other regional conflicts, just under
770millionwent hungry in 2021 — the
highest number since 2006, accord-
ing to the UN Food and Agriculture
Organization.

The FAO predicts the war in
Ukraine will increase the number of
undernourished people by up to 13m
this year and a further 17m in 2023.
According to the World Bank, for
every 1 percentage point increase in
food prices, an additional 10m people
are expected to fall into extreme
poverty.

Across much of Africa, the Middle
East and central Asia, consumption
of staples outweighs production. It is
countries in these regions that are
most exposed to global price rises,
according to commodity data group
Gro Intelligence. Many emerging
economies are facing the additional
burdenof adecline in their currencies
on top of rising food prices.

The impact on countries in the
Middle East and Africa that depend
on imports from Ukraine and Russia
has been stark. Egypt has turned to
the IMF for aid, inflation in Turkey
has surged to almost 80 per cent
while the World Bank has described
the crisis in Lebanon as one of the
most severe of the past 100 years.

Even countries that do not buy
from Russia or Ukraine but are high
net importers of agricultural com-
modities are facing higher import
costs. The prices of staples such as
bread, pasta and cooking oils have
been rising fastest. A loaf of bread in
Bulgaria cost almost 50 per centmore
in June than it did ayear earlier. Cook-
ing oils in Spain are almost twice as
expensive as a year ago; sugar prices
in Poland have risen 40 per cent.

In lower-income countries where

food makes up a large portion of
consumer spending, cutting back to
compensate for rising costs of living
is much harder. In Egypt, where food
and non-alcoholic drinks account for
more than a third of household spen-
ding, people are facing food price
rises of 24 per cent. In Ethiopia, where
the budget on food is even higher,
food inflation is 38 per cent.

“If you live in a country where, on
a good day, you spend upwards of
50 to 60 per cent of your disposable
income on food, there’s not much
space left after that to deal with a
shockof thismagnitude,” saysHusain.

In Africa especially “there is a risk
of famine next year”, says Gilbert
Houngbo, president of the UN Inter-
national Fund for Agricultural De-
velopment. This “could create social
unrest and mass economic mi-
gration”, he adds.

Food price spikes in 2007-08 and
2010-11 each resulted in riots around
the world, and sky-high food prices
were a key factor in the unrest that
recently gripped Sri Lanka. Other
worst-affected governments have so
far managed to keep a lid on social
unrest by using subsidies.

“That’s provided a Band-Aid,” says
Michael Pond, analyst at Barclays,
“but at somepoint, the pressuremight
be so strong that governments can’t
provide that Band-Aid. And that’s
where things could boil over.”

No return to normal
Not everyone thinks the crisis will
become more severe. Earlier this
month, Morgan Stanley issued an
optimistic report on the future of food
prices, suggesting increases in 2023
will be lower than expected. Incre-
ased grain production by farmers,
including in Ukraine as tensions ease,
will temper food inflation, the report
said.

Yet while some international
traders are hopeful the reopening of
theBlackSea trading route forUkrain-
ian grains could signal the start of a
“de facto ceasefire”, there is uncer-
tainty over Russia’s intentions. It is
continuing to attack areas around
Ukrainian ports. And even if the war
ended tomorrow, Ukraine’s agricul-
tural and port infrastructure need to
be rebuilt and the waters off its coast-
line demined. Farmers may not be
able orwilling to go back to their land.

Many Western officials and ana-
lysts expect the current food crisis to
last years, with thewar coming on top
of climate change, the pandemic and
other conflicts around the world.
“Any one of these factors that have
pushed food inflation [higher] could
continue,” says Pond.

Diversifying import sources in
countries reliant on Ukraine for
grains and vegetable oils means that
priceswill remain elevated for longer,
and the storywill be similar in energy,
says LauraWellesley, senior research
fellow at Chatham House. “The over-
all picture looks like one of tightening
supply and high prices, without any
likelihood of let-up any time soon.”

Consumers may need to get used
to permanently higher food prices,
economists warn.

Capital Economics forecasts that
market levels will “remain at histori-
cally highprices” due to the increased
volatility in the weather. “It’s unde-
niable that we’re seeing lower yields
and harvests” over the past few years
due to the growing impact of climate
change, saysCarolineBain, chief com-
modities economist at the research
firm.

Some analysts wonder if the con-
flict has started a process of disman-
tling a trade system designed to de-
liver low-cost goods, including food
commodities, to all corners of the
globe.

Wellesley says that the global food
trading system that allowedcountries
to access all kinds of foods is not set
to return to normal any time soon.
“That in turn likely means continued
high food and fertiliser prices and a
reconfiguration of trade dependen-
cies, perhaps with a greater focus on
more regional supply chains.”

— Additional reporting by
Federica Cocco in London
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‘A nuclear war cannot be won’

A 7 per cent
drop in global
food production
could mean
starvation for
250 million
people. Photo / AP

E ven a relatively small
nuclear war would create a
worldwide food crisis lasting
at least a decade in which

hundreds of millions would starve,
according to our new modelling pub-
lished in Nature Food.

In a nuclear war, bombs dropped
on cities and industrial areas would
start firestorms, injecting large
amounts of soot into the upper atmo-
sphere. This soot would spread glob-
ally and rapidly cool the planet.

Although the war might only last
days or weeks, the impacts on Earth’s
climate could persist for more than
ten years. We used advanced climate
and food production models to ex-
plore what this would mean for the
world’s food supply.

Conflicts between nuclear-armed
powers are an ongoing concern in
multiple parts of the world. If one of
these conflicts escalated to nuclear
war, how would it affect the world’s
food supply? And how would the
impacts on global food production
and trade scale with the size of such
a war? To try to answer these
questions, we used simulations of the
global climate coupled with models
ofmajor crops, fisheries and livestock
production. These simulations let us
assess the impacts of nuclear war on
global food supply for 15 years after
the conflict.

We simulated six different war
scenarios, because the amount of
soot injected into the upper atmo-

sphere would depend on the number
of weapons used.

The smallest war in our scenarios
was a “limited” conflict between India
and Pakistan, involving 100 Hiro-
shima-sized weapons (less than 3 per
cent of the global nuclear arsenal).
The largest was a global nuclear
holocaust, in which Russia and the
United States detonate 90 per cent of
the world’s nuclear weapons.

The six scenarios injectedbetween
5m and 150m tonnes of soot into the
upper atmosphere. For context, the
Australian summer bushfires of 2019
— 20, which burned an area greater
than the United Kingdom, injected
about one million tonnes of smoke
into the stratosphere.

Although we focused on India and
Pakistan for our regional-scale war
scenarios, nuclear conflict involving
other nations could result in similar

amounts of smoke and thus similar
climate impacts.

Widespread starvation
Across all scenarios, impacts on the
world’s climate would be significant
for about a decade after a nuclear
war. As a consequence, global food
production would decline.

Even under the smallest war scen-
ario, sunlight over global crop regions
would initially fall by about 10 per
cent, and global average tempera-
tures would drop by up to 1-2C. For
a decade or so, this would cancel out
all human-induced warming since
the Industrial Revolution.

In response, global food pro-
ductionwould decrease by 7 per cent
in the first five years after a small-
scale regional nuclear war. Although
this sounds minor, a 7 per cent fall
is almost double the largest recorded

drop in foodproduction since records
began in 1961.More than250mpeople
would be without food two years
after the war.

Unsurprisingly, a global nuclear
war would be a civilisation-level
threat, leaving over five billion people
starving. Average global tempera-
tures would fall by 10-15C in the first
fiveyears after thewar,while sunlight
would crash by between 50-80 per
cent and rainfall over crop regions
would drop by over 50 per cent. As
a result, global food production from
land and sea would fall to less than
20 per cent of pre-war levels and take
over a decade to recover.

No such thing as limited nuclear
war
Behavioural change could avert
some starvation after a relatively
small nuclear war, but only regio-

nally. We found that reducing house-
hold food waste and diverting feed
from livestock to humans would
lessen a regional nuclear war’s effect
on food supply, but only in major
food-exporting countries such as
Russia, the United States and Aus-
tralia.

Although great improvements
have been made in recent decades,
global food distribution remains a
major challenge. Despite present-day
food production being more than
sufficient tonourish theworld’s popu-
lation, over 700 million people suf-
fered fromundernutritionworldwide
in 2020.

In a post-nuclear-war world, we
expect global food distributionwould
cease entirely for several years, as
exporting countries suspend trade
and focus on feeding their own popu-
lations.

This would make war-induced
shortages even worse in food-impor-
ting countries, especially in Asia,
Europe and the Middle East.

Our results point to a stark and
clear conclusion: there is no such
thing as a limited nuclear war, where
impacts are confined to warring
countries.

Our findings provide further sup-
port for the 1985 statement by US
President Ronald Reagan and Soviet
General Secretary Mikhail Gorba-
chev, which was reaffirmed by the
current leaders of China, France, the
UK, Russia and the US this year:

“A nuclear war cannot be won and
must never be fought”.

● RyanHeneghan is aLecturer in
Mathematical Ecologyat the
QueenslandUniversityofTechnology
This article is republished fromThe
Conversation

Agribusiness
Ryan Henegan
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6 technologies changing
how food is produced

Digital twins can help scientists and growers predict what could happen as a result of multiple future scenarios.

One of the best
ways we can help to

alleviate pressure
on the land is to

move some of our
production to the

sea.
Dr DamianMoran

We could have
vertical farms in the
centre of the city, or

each have a
growing box in our
home, where we

could ‘dial up’
whatever fresh

fruits or vegetables
we needed.
Dr Samantha Baldwin

F eeding the world is turning
out to be quite difficult. As
fast as the global population
is growing — with 9 billion

mouths to feed by 2050 — hurdles to
food production keep mounting.

Natural resources essential for
growing — healthy soil, fresh water
and clean air — are under pressure
on all sides, from nutrient run-off to
urban sprawl. Climate change is send-
ing unseasonal droughts and storms,
and sparking wildfires. Localised
wars and unrest are affecting supply
chains globally.

The productivity improvements
that marked the “green revolution” of
the late 20th century are tailing off,
requiring ever-growing use of agricul-
tural inputs like fertilisers, agri-
chemicals and irrigation.

And counter-intuitively, too much
food is being produced in some parts,
and insufficient in others. The supply
chain is misaligned, producing aston-
ishing volumes of food waste.

Plant & Food Research is tackling
these challenges head-on. The Pro-
ductivity Commission recently advo-
cated for changes to agriculture and
for much more technology adoption
if New Zealand is to reduce emissions
and lift food productivity. Here are six
technology advancements that Plant
& Food Research believe could help
solve multiple food problems — and
grow New Zealand’s primary indus-
tries at the same time.

1 Open ocean aquaculture
New Zealand has one of the
largest exclusive economic
zones, if you includeour oceans

— our ‘blue economy’. So far we’ve
harnessed it by fishing our wild
stocks.

An alternative is fish farming. Half
the world’s seafood comes from
aquaculture but, despite our large
ocean real estate, our coastline has
relatively little area suitable for
aquaculture. Our current aquaculture
can be affected by coastal change
such as rising sea temperatures, as
was recently reported in the Marl-
borough Sounds.

If we could grow fish in the open
ocean, where the currents flow fast
and the temperatures remain more
even, we could dramatically increase
the supply of fish and reduce coastal
impact. Open ocean aquaculture is
used overseas in so-called static sys-
tems, with fixed pens tethered to the
ocean floor or engineered structures.
New Zealand scientists are taking a
novel approach. A consortium of
science organisations, including Plant
& Food Research, are pioneering mo-
bile fish farms — pens that can move
to find the most nutrient-rich waters
and operate far from land. The pens
offer multiple benefits: reduced
coastal impact, fewer vulnerabilities
to climate and, excitingly, the pro-
duction potential for taonga species
like snapper and trevally.

Dr Damian Moran, Leader Plant &
Research’s Growing Futures™Ngā Tai
Hōhonu Open Ocean Aquaculture
Direction, says aquaculture has the
potential to beanefficient, low impact
protein, production system.

“One of the best ways we can help
to alleviate pressure on the land is to
move some of our production to the
sea. It’s about changing howwemake
and consume protein.

“The ocean is really an unexplored
opportunity.”

2 Lab-based meat
Fancy a juicy snapper fillet?
How about one grown in a
lab?The “culturedmeat” revo-

lution involves growing animal pro-
tein in factory-style conditions. The

technology has been bubbling away
in labs for a decade now and is
nearing commercial release. Cultured
chicken nuggets are already being
sold in Singapore.

Cultured meat will be produced in
large volumes in small factories, not
farms, with minimal water and sun-
shine requirements. And of course,
no slaughter. It may even convert a
few vegans.

New Zealand is no slouch in this
field. Dr Georgina Dowd is leading a
project to produce cultured snapper
and salmon. The task involves
establishing continuous cell lines for
Aotearoa’s finfish. In addition to the
potential for growing protein for food,
the cell lines would help support the
future of our seafood industry.

“There are so many applications
for cell lines,” says Dowd. “Preventing
and monitoring disease is probably
the biggest. It’s only a matter of time
before one of the detrimental dis-
eases arrives here and impacts our
seafood industry. Unless we put sys-
tems and pipelines in place, we are
really at risk.”

Dowd has established New Zea-
land’s first dedicated fish cell lab and
is building an expert team and inter-
national network of collaborators in
Canada, the US and Singapore.

3 The new breeding
Traditional breeding of peren-
nial crops is slow. Even with
modern advances in genom-

ics to screen for important character-
istics, it can still take 15 years to get
a new cultivar to market.

New breeding technologies, like
gene editing with CRISPR (Clustered
Regularly Interspaced Short Palin-
dromic Repeats) have the potential to
help us adapt and change our food
at a fast rate. “Using these sophistic-
ated editing tools we can cross plants
ten times faster than with traditional

breeding,” says Professor Andrew
Allan, who leads a major project into
the effect of climate change on
flowering plants.

“I just don’t think our traditional
breeding techniques will be fast
enough for climate change,” he says.

In the 1950s and 1960s an agricul-
tural revolution involving the breed-
ing of dwarf phenotypes into rice and
wheat saved populations from star-
vation. Allan says we need a similar
revolution now to face the climate
crisis and protect food security for a
rapidly expanding global population.
Many plants may fail to flower and
fruit as night temperatures warm, for
example, since they require colder
temperatures to trigger flowering.
Gene editing could help meet this
challenge without using chemicals.

“Could gene editing be something
for New Zealand to consider?” he
asks. “There are small gene edits that
could bring huge benefits to Aotea-
roa, and similar to the changes that
occur, just more slowly, in nature or
conventional breeding. If we want to
mitigate or even reverse the impacts
of climate change, then we are going
to need to use as much innovation
as possible, quickly.”

4 The farm next door
Imagine popping out from
your office job to pick berries
for lunch, or a fresh cucum-

ber or an apple — all from the same
system. That dream for vertical farm-
ing is growing ever closer, thanks to
the work of scientists such as Dr
Samantha Baldwin, leader of our Hua
ki teAoHorticultural Production goes
Urban Growing Futures™ Direction.

Vertical farms are already popular
for growing leafy greens and micro-
greens. Vertical farms grow crops in
artificial settings, with LED lights and
hydroponic systems and can be as
large as a factory or as small as a
cupboard.

Baldwin is working on the next
generation of vertical farms. “Imagine
a single structure that produces a
range of fruits throughout the year —
maybe you could have berries, and
peaches and cucumbers froma single
source whatever the season.

“We could have vertical farms in
the centre of the city, or each have
a growing box in our home, where
we could ‘dial up’ whatever fresh
fruits or vegetables we needed — the
boxwould be programmed to control
the light, humidity and other condi-
tions to make the produce perfect at
the time we wanted to eat it. We’d
even be able to grow fruits and
vegetables far from their usual grow-
ing zones or out of season.”

That may sound like science fic-
tion, but new forms of growing sys-
tems, programmed to provide the
right environment for plants to grow
and produce to order, are within
reach. Theywould require new forms
of plants that could produce fruits
and vegetables year round.

Some of those challenges could be
met with new technologies like gene
editing — breeding plants with the
characteristics needed to thrive in
new growing systems and that will
produce food year-round, close to an
increasingly urban population.

5 Zero waste factories
Imagine putting a fish in one
end of an energy efficient
processing plant and getting

high-value products at the other —
food, industrial materials or
cosmetics, with nothing left over. To
make this dream a reality, our scien-
tists and engineers are developing
new adaptive manufacturing techno-
logies that can respond to anymarine
raw material and allow optimal
processing choices.

“We need to think of a fish as being
more than food, valuing the whole
organism and what it contains. Of
course there are fillets, shellfish,
stocks and flavourings but marine
organisms also contain a wealth of
compounds including bioactives for
body, skin and hair and large
polymers for biomaterials. This
creates huge potential to add value
to our fisheries without catching

more fish” says Dr Sue Marshall, who
is part of a world-leading team bring-
ing together New Zealand and inter-
national experts in industrial chem-
istry, biomaterials and technology
development, as part of the MBIE-
funded Cyber-Marine programme.

“NewZealand is alreadyproducing
some marine nutraceuticals and
biomaterials, but there’s so much
opportunity to do more. We’re work-
ing towards using everything,
optimising value, reducing energy
and water use, and making exciting
newproducts thatwill giveusanedge
in our export markets” says Marshall.

6 Digital orchards
Digital twins are used in a
variety of sectors — from
manufacturing tomedicine—

but no one yet has created a digital
orchard. Enter Dr John Mawson, the
leader of the Growing Futures™ Digi-
tal Horticultural Systems Direction.

A digital twin could help scientists
and growers predict what would hap-
pen as a result of multiple future
scenarios: increasing carbon dioxide,
rising temperatures, change of crops,
altering pesticides, introducing natu-
ral predators and so on.

It could also improve the align-
ment of growing food with consumer
demand. The digital orchard project
includes market data and all the
points in the supply chain. With this
level of information could we predict
consumer demand and adjust the
supply chainbefore the shopper even
asks for it?

“Creating digital models for crop
growing isn’t new, but these usually
address a particular crop and a par-
ticular aspect of the production sys-
tem, such as helping growers make
decisions on water or fertiliser appli-
cation. What we’re aiming for is a
digital twin that could take data
across all potential scenarios in the
supply chain — from what crop to
plant and how to grow it through to
how to process it or where to ship
it — then we could tweak one aspect
and track the knock-on effects right
through to the consumer,” says
Mawson.

● This article, suppliedbyPlant&
FoodResearch,wasproduced in
partnershipwithTheFeedand
publishedonnzherald.co.nz
Plant&FoodResearch is anadvertising
sponsorof theHerald’sAgribusiness
andTrade report.
Horticulture set for growth — B8
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Nutting out the challenges
It’s easy to feel burdened by the issues facing producers, but the industry is in good shape, writes Bill Bennett

Small scale growth: hop growers are
expanding on the back of the craft
beer boom.

Ben Speedy

Theworld’s
population

continues to grow
by around 220,000
people a day. The

middle class
continues to rise.
There aremore

people who need to
be fed andmore
people who are

prepared to pay for
protein.

N ew Zealand’s food and fibre
commodities are selling at
record prices. Dairy, meat,
logs and fruit are trading at

all-time highs. Yet research carried
out last year for the ASB shows only
one in five producers feels “very
confident” about their future in farm-
ing. The same number told re-
searchers they are not confident.

ASB Rural Banking general mana-
ger Ben Speedy says while the long-
term outlook for New Zealand’s food
and fibre producers is very positive
and there is much to be confident
about,many foodand fibreproducers
worry about managing through the
medium term.

The same ASB research found
three out of four of the producers
surveyed are concerned about the
impact of environmental regulations
on their business.

“There are some challenging tran-
sition areas with agriculture being
included in the emissions trading
scheme,” says Speedy. “It’s something
we need to nut out, but ultimately
producers are adaptive.”

“It’s easy to feel burdened by the
issues facing producers at the mo-
ment. In addition to the environmen-
tal pressures, farm working expenses
are rising fast and there is a lack of
access to labour.

“Yet the industry is in good shape.
It’s a great time to be a food and fibre
producer in New Zealand.”

While there will always be short-
term downturns, analysts expect
commodity prices will continue to
rise over the long term because of
embedded international supply
issues. Many of these work in New
Zealand’s favour.

Speedy points out that all around
the world countries that produce
food face constraints. “It could be
from the physical effects of climate
change or measures their producers
need to take to reduce emissions,” he
explains. “Many of the world’s food
systems are based on high inputs —
which are now under pressure. Then
there are outbreaks of diseases like
swine flu and similar. But people will
always need protein and there’s a
displacement when, say, there is less
pork on themarket. This is goodnews
for our sheep farmers.

“The world’s population continues
to grow by around 220,000 people
a day. The middle class continues to
rise. There aremorepeoplewhoneed
to be fed and more people who are
prepared to pay for protein. That’s
somethingwe are good at producing.”

New Zealand’s advantage is that
most of our producers offer grass-fed
animals at a time consumers around
the world are becoming increasingly
concerned about the way animal
protein is produced.

In some overseas markets people
question the idea of growing plants
to feedanimalswhen theplants could
be used more efficiently to feed
humans. That puts pressure on fac-
tory farming, which in turn continues
to reinforce and support demand for
New Zealand’s high quality protein.

Apart from the obvious economic
benefits of higher commodity prices,
the extra income has seen producers
pay down debt at record levels in
recent years. TheASB research found
more than half of all food and fibre
producers are considering accelerat-
ing debt repayments. Speedy says
dairy farmershave led the chargeand
that is timely.

“For years the Reserve Bank Stab-
ilityReportworried that therewas too
muchdebt in thedairy sector, he says.
“It’s one reason the Reserve Bank
required banks to hold more capital
for agricultural lending.

“The most recent Stability Report
congratulated dairy farmers for the
amount of debt they repaid. Since
2018 the average dairy producer has
repaid a sum equivalent to $3 per kilo

of milk solid. This takes the average
debt for a dairy farmer from $22 to
$19 per kilo. That’s important not only
for balance sheet strength but also for
resilience, especially since we are
now seeing rising interest rates.”

While dairy farmers are de-lever-
aging, lending to horticulture has
more than doubled in the last five
years. Speedy says that is almost
entirely down to the kiwifruit indus-
try which has performed well and
needs capital for growth: “The bulk
of themoney has gone on developing
large scale orchards. A second reason
for lending growth is producers
converting from green kiwifruit to
gold kiwifruit which requires a
licence from Zespri that can cost
many thousands of dollars.

“There’s a lot of external capital
coming into the industry to help fund
its expansion.”

Similar changes are happening
with apple growers and, on a far
smaller scale, hop growers who are

expanding on the back of the craft
beer boom.

He says horticulture has been an
exciting commercialisation story. The
upshot is the benefits of plant re-
search and the development of new
varieties, making them commercial
and then building a fully integrated
value chain right through from grow-
ing to having new products, new
brands and entering new markets.

High commoditypricesmean farm
values are increasing. There has been
a sea change in theway farms change
hands. Historically, Speedy says,
someone would buy a farm because
they felt they could farm it better than
the previous person and make more
money, which would grow the value
of the property. That’s still the case,
but today that thinking needs to take
environmental practices into account
with considerations about the stock
carrying capacity and what changes
you can or can’t make to a property.

Another challenge for someone

considering buying a farm is whowill
work the land. Speedy says: “Given
the shortage of labour, people are
more hesitant about buying a farm
unless they knowwho is going to run
it for them. They have to back them-
selves to recruit an appropriate
manager. Ideally, theywoulddevelop
staff themselves which they can then
take through to a new property. This
doesn’t restrict owner-operators, but
it does make buying more challeng-
ing for others.”

Speedy says now is a good time
for farm owners to think about suc-
cession plans. “There are so many
great opportunities at present given
that commodity prices are strong.
Valueswill likely continue to appreci-
ate and there are greater diversifica-
tion opportunities. So there’s lots of
good opportunities to follow through
with execution of those succession
plans.”

Higher revenues mean the food
and fibre sector is resilient to cost
increases. In March this year, the
ASB’s Rural Research survey found
one in three food or fibre producers
faced cost increases. A year earlier
only one farmer in eight faced in-
creases. Speedy says today’s figure
would be closer to 80 per cent. The
challenge facing the sector is there is
little opportunity to pass on cost
increases, yet commodity prices are
rising faster.

The ASB is seeing the ratio of farm
working expense to total farm in-
come decreasing. “If you think about
dairy, the cost of production might
havegone from$5 to$6 for akilogram
of milk solid, but the long term aver-
age pay-out has gone from around
$7.5 to $9.5.”

“We’ve never seen as much cash
come into the bank from farm pro-
ceeds as in the last 12 to 18 months.
It’s unprecedented.

We don’t want to downplay the
challenges, they are real, but we’re
asking producers to focus onmargins
and act appropriately. Should they be
chasing higher production or making
other management decisions?

● ASB is anadvertising sponsor of the
Herald’sAgribusiness andTrade
report.
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Robots putting Alliance

Automatedmeat
processing helps
with labour
shortages, gains
efficiencies and
prevents injuries

We’ve invested in technology
over the past seven years and

over that timewe have
focused on high tech

automation. We’re
continuously looking for

opportunities to automate and
improve the quality of product
that we supply to customers.

Willie Wiese

L ast year Alliance Group in-
stalled robot cutters at the co-
operative’s 60-year-old
Southland processing plant

at Lorneville. The $12.5 million up-
grade included new generation pri-
mal cutters, middles and fores tech-
nology together with an X-ray unit it
uses to analyse each carcase, then
optimise the cutting process.

The investment is the most recent
step in what Alliance Group general
manager manufacturing Willie Wiese
says is now a seven-year manufac-
turing excellence programme.

Earlier versions of similar auto-
mation technology was already in
place at the co-operative’s Danne-
virke, Pukeuri and Smithfield plants,
but Wiese says Lorneville is now one
of the two most advanced meat
processing plants in the Southern
Hemisphere.

“We’ve invested in technology
over the past seven years and over
that time we have focused on high
tech automation,” says Wiese. “We’re
continuously looking for opportun-
ities to automate and improve the
quality of product that we supply to
customers.”

Technology is now central to the
farmer-owned food co-operative’s
operation. In addition to robot auto-
mation, Alliance has invested in ar-
tificial intelligence, more traditional
information technology and decar-
bonisation.

Wiese says technology helps Al-
liance Group to dealwith the continu-
ing labour shortages and gain effi-
ciencies.

“It’s in line with our manufacturing
excellence programme and, import-
antly, it prevents injuries. Before auto-
mationwewouldmanually load each
carton into a container.

A container takes 720 cartons and

we had a lot of musculoskeletal in-
juries.”

Automation means that a carcass
canenter theplant andmove through
the processing line without being
touched by a human hand right up
to the point of shoulder cuts.

It’s not just the cutting line —
Alliance Group spent a further $16m
on a fully integrated storage and
warehouse system at Lorneville
which is now being installed. When
that goes live a year from now, it
means the products will automatic-
ally move through the warehouse
and be palletised again without being
touched by human hands.

Running highly automated plants
takes more sophistication than a tra-
ditionalmeatworks. To trainworkers,
Alliance Group has partnered with
the original equipment manufac-
turers to set up a detailed training
scheme to raise the skill levels of the

company’s engineering staff who
maintain and support the automation
equipment. Likewise, operations staff
are trained to use the equipment.
Employees are sent on continuous
refresher trainingprogrammes to top-
up their skills.

Meat cutting and packing auto-
mation at this level is relatively new.
There are tasks that it can’t handle
well at this stage, it is not yet good
at handling cuts where the bone is
taken out of the product. Wiese says
the technology todo that doesn’t exist
yet.

“Automation is still unavailable in
some areas where we need techno-
logy to deal with the challenges that
we face. As the technologies become
available, we adopt them as early as
we can. We are currently working on
three pilot projects for further auto-
mation with one of the equipment
manufacturers.”

While automation helps Alliance
Group deal with labour shortages,
there is still a lot of manual work.
Using robots increases the through-
put. It means more carcasses move
through the plant and into the boning
rooms, yet when they arrive, more
physical labour is needed to do the
final cuts and maintain the high
throughput rate.

Wiese says automation has other
benefits besides improving safety
and efficiency: it also gives Alliance
Group greater capacity and flexibility.
“In 2018 we opened a new bovine
plant next to the Lorneville facility.
Then, two years ago, we converted
that plant to be a hybrid plant so that
it can now run both bovine and
cervine (venison). This means that
now, we can turn the capacity on
depending on livestock flows rather
than trying to get the suitable live-
stock to come into the plant. We now

have the technology that means we
can put cattle and venison through
the plant on the same day.” says
Wiese.

Flexibility allowed Alliance Group
to start using new run modes which
unlocked significant beef capacity.
“We are now in the position where
we can effectively process all our
farmer shareholders’ cattle,” says
Wiese. “Many of our farmer share-
holders will bring in their sheep and
lamb, but they also farm cattle. We
didn’t alwayshave thenecessarybeef
capacity to deal with these volumes,
but technology changes that. It
enables us to make different run
mode decisions which opens latent
capacity that existed, but until 18
months ago could not always be
used.”

In 2019, Alliance Group announ-
ced plans to phase out coal use at its
plantswithin a decade.Wiese says it’s

Agribusiness
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More foodfrom lessland?
Designing orchardsthat producedouble the fruit isjust one way we’rehelping create asmart green future.
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Group at cutting edge

Alliance is installing an electrode boiler to reduce the use of coal fired boilers at its Lorneville plant.

part of a clear environmental strategy
with a series of pillars; decarbonis-
ation is one goal, another is to reduce
water use, a challenge when meat
processing plants use a lot of water
for cleaning, hygiene and other pur-
poses. Improving the quality of
discharged water and reducing the
amount ofwaste that is sent to landfill
are other pillars.

“There’s a deliberate plan. We’ve
done a gap analysis on each pillar.We
know plant by plant what the oppor-
tunity is and, capital depending, we
are running each of them down as
fast as we can. Carbon is where we
havemade the biggest inroads.We’ve
identified a potential carbon re-
ductionof between77 and85per cent
and we expect to get there by 2029.”

Alliance Group is working with
EECA, the government’s Energy Ef-
ficiency & Conservation Authority,
and participating in several pro-
grammes to get grants or lower cost
green financing to fund the change.

As part of this, Alliance is installing
an electrode boiler to reduce the use
of coal fired boilers at Lorneville. A
second project will replace the main
coal-fired boiler at Mataura with a
high temperature heat pump system
and a small diesel boiler for dealing
with peak demand. The third project
will see waste heat from the refrig-
eration plant at Smithfield captured
and used to replace coal burning for
process heat.

Wiese says in the past that heat
would have dissipated into the atmo-
sphere, but now it can reduce the co-
operative’s energy requirements.
● TheAllianceGroup is anadvertising
sponsorof theHerald’sAgribusiness&
Trade report.
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Food and Fibre: a strong future
Farmers and growers havemade good progress towards NZ’s environmental goal, writes Barbara Kuriger

Talks cannot be
about finger-

pointing between
rural and urban

communities, but
about working
together to find

solutions.

W e all eat and that gives
everyone a role to play
in our food chain.
While there are a series

of environmental issues to solve,
farmers and growers have made
good progress over the years.

Fencing waterways, planting mill-
ions of trees in riparian strips, ensur-
ing effluent spreading systems are
efficient and don’t run into our rivers,
as well as measuring fertiliser needs
more accurately, are all great ex-
amples of this.

Big conversations
As a country, water issues are to the
forefront, in both rural and urban
areas.

Rural waterways have improved
in many locations. This has taken a
lot of work and those who have
achieved this, usually at their own
cost, deserve credit for the progress
that has been made.

Our nation’s water conversation
has changed over the past four years,
in terms of quantity and quality.

Adding more cows to our land-
scape no longer features. We have
grown cow numbers in NZ to a point
where many catchments are at their
limit.

We are finding more precise
answers to our challenges. DNA for
example is playing a real role. It can
now identify which animals are re-
sponsible for E.coli contamination of
water.

While farmers must take responsi-
bility for the quality of water around
them, birds, wild deer, wild pigs and
rodents for example are among the
other species, adding to the bugs.

This doesn’t mean farmers are off
the hook, but what it does mean is
that they should not feel they bear
the brunt of responsibility for our
rural waterways.

Water storage is essential to our
future especially in places like
Hawke’s Bay and the Wairarapa.

But I was surprised to be talking
about it in Southland earlier this year.

Home to high rainfall areas Fiord-
land and Milford Sound, this region
overall is not normally drought-
prone, but here they were in the
middle of one, rethinking their water
management.

As climate change effects take
hold over our particularly dry areas
of NZ, the conversation around
sustainable water supplies in urban
communities for household use, en-
ergy, environmental replenishment
and recreation, has intensified.

These talks cannot be about finger-
pointing between rural and urban
communities, but about working
together to find solutions to our col-
lective water challenges.

However, blanket central govern-
ment regulations for both water and
land, are not going to fit across our
regions. Not even within the same
catchment, does one-size-fit-all.

I recentlymetwith Thriving South-
land members.

This community-led group work-
ing with 27 catchment groups has
data going down to a scale of just 10
square metres.

Now that sort of detail cannot be
driven fromWellington. It alsomeans
one prescriptive rule is not suitable,
even on the same farm.

It’s this approach by the Govern-
ment, with top-down driven regula-
tions, which creating the greatest
stress among farming communities
right now.

Taking the lead
The ever-increasing developments in
science and innovative technology
arewhere the answers tomanyof our
challenges lie.

Urban readers will have heard a
lot about emissions from ruminant
animals and their contribution to
climate change.

While our farmers are among the
most efficient systemoperators in the
world and the lowest climate emit-
ters, we have millions of ruminants,
producing a lot of methane.

Several promising inhibitors are
emerging from research currently
under way.

Our genetics companieshavebeen
breeding lower methane-producing
bulls for some time and each year
these traits are being passed on to the
next crop of calves.

Fonterra is working on a potential
methane-reducing solution called
“Kowbucha” and other European
solutions are being tested for safety
and effectiveness in our pasture-
based farming systems.

People power
Although technology, research and
science will be the answer to most
of our issues, food production at the
farm and orchard level is a people-
productive industry, as are our
processing factories, meat works,
harvesting and picking processes.

Human resources are very scarce
right now for the hundreds of full and

part-time roles in agriculture and hor-
ticulture.

Often when we talk about immi-
gration, it’s said NZ doesn’t have eno-
ugh housing and infrastructure to
cope.

In rural and provincial New Zea-
land, on our farms, orchards and
vegetable blocks, we do all waiting to
be filled with seasonal employees.

Fruit picking and vegetable harv-
esting is largely done by Recognised
Seasonal Employee (RSE) Scheme
workers.

These people who are proud to
come to our country from the Pacific
and beyond, work for part of the year
and take their wages back home to
develop their own country.

There are also the Northern Hemi-
sphere / Southern Hemisphere cyc-
lical workers who shear sheep, preg-
nancy scan sheep or drive combine
harvesters at the peak of the cropping
and silage season.

These are not immigrants, but are
a complimentary work force, and
Kiwis get to do the same in return.

This lackofworkers in thepast two
and a half years has seen the appal-
ling wastage of crops and food at
unprecedented levels.

With food scarce globally andwith
methane produced by foodwaste,we
are sending ourselves backwards,
economically, environmentally and
socially.

How does that make sense?

Geopolitics
Whileweareworking on these issues,
there are global geopolitics playing
out, and food and energy security
issues stemming from the war in
Ukraine.

Nationalwill ensure transitions are
fair, affordable and take our farming
community with us to ensure en-
vironmental, social and environmen-
tal factors are considered.

Food leakage across borders is not
an acceptable option.

Our policies regarding agriculture,
will be based on these principles:

● taking a science-based ap-
proach;

● focusing on innovation and
technology;

● giving long term signals to the
economy;

● considering and managing any
wider economic impacts;

● ensuring NewZealand actswith
international partners, not in iso-
lation.

New Zealand’s food and fibre pro-
duction is world-class.

National supports the sector to
stay at the forefront, by applying
sensible principles to policies, as we
navigate our way through our en-
vironmental obligations.

● BarbaraKuriger isNational’s
spokespersononAgriculture,
Biosecurity, andFoodSafety.
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Jacinda Ardern gave Stephen Colbert a chilly bin full of New Zealand beef on The Late Show, after attending a Silver Fern Farm event to launch its Zero Carbon beef in the US market.

‘Shameless’ PM spruiks NZ
A jetsetting Jacinda Ardern is clocking up the kilometres and trade deals, writes Fran O’Sullivan

Silver Fern Farms chief executive Simon Limmer and PM Jacinda Ardern in New York to launch carbon zero beef.

It’s not always that easy
to find a spare week for a
trip like this but I can see

how valuable it is to
show that New Zealand

is fully back open for
business and the

innovation of some of
ourmore traditional
industries alongside

great startups and tech
businesses who are out
there leading theway

Mike Cronin, Fonterra

J acinda Ardern promised she
would be “shameless” when it
came to promoting New Zea-
land on the Late Show during

the US business mission she led there
earlier this year.

And so she was.
When theprimeminister gaveLate

Showhost StephenColbert a chillybin
full of New Zealand beef there was
initially some cultural confusion.

Ardern said she had brought an
eskyor chilly bin ofNewZealandbeef
from a Silver Ferns Farm launch of
its Zero Carbon beef. Colbert asked
what a chilly bin was — the American
term is a “cooler”.

Ardern replied that it was self-
explanatory: “It’s a chilly bin, so it’s
a bin that is cold. I’ve brought you a
cold bin of beef.”

Cue laughter.
She also used her Late Show

appearance — her fourth on the show
— to ask Colbert to attend her wed-
ding via an “invitation” written on an
advertisement for Air New Zealand’s
new direct flights between New York
and Auckland, which begin on Sep-
tember 17.

Much of her appearance was fo-
cused on the issue du jour — a school
shooting in Texas — which gave
Ardern the opportunity to talk about
the gun laws she introduced in New
Zealand after 51 people were killed in
the 2019 Christchurchmosque terror-
ist attack.

But having a primeminister spruik
New Zealand’s Net Carbon Zero beef
to an American audience topping 2
million viewers was definitely a plus
for Silver Fern Farms.

Silver Fern Farms chief executive
Simon Limmer used an earlier launch
event in New York to showcase and
promote the new Net Carbon Zero
Beef product which had recently
launched in the US market.

The company says its innovative
product meets environmental and
consumer demand by utilising
“insetting” where the carbon credits
are found by working with farmers
and how they operate.

Silver Fern Farms — a partnership
between Silver Fern Farms Co-
operative and Shanghai Maling — is
a leading New Zealand processor,
marketer and exporter of premium
quality lamb, beef, venison which is
well-positioned to champion NZ’s
natural grass-fed red meat at a time
when there is a consumer trend to
natural whole foods.

Banner Year
When it comes to opening doors for
NZbusiness, it has been a banner year
for Ardern.

After two years of multiple lock-
downs and tough border restrictions
there has been a strong appetite from
NZ business to “get out into theworld”
again, renew contacts and leverage
the prime minister’s profile to pro-
mote their companies.

She has led missions to Singapore
and Japan, the United States, and also
Australia. Officials’ talks are under
way to see if a visit to China can be
squeezed in during late 2022 to mark

the 50th anniversary of relations
between the People’s Republic of
China and New Zealand. New Zea-
land’s key agribusinesses have been
represented on various missions,
along with tech companies, tourism
players and even fashion designers.

“It’s not always that easy to find
a spare week for a trip like this but
I can see how valuable it is to show
that New Zealand is fully back open
for business and the innovation of
some of our more traditional indus-
tries alongside great startups and tech
businesses who are out there leading
theway,” says Fonterra’s Mike Cronin
who joined the US mission

“Getting to know these talented
people and what they’re capable of
reminded me that there’s no need to
hold back as the talent, resources and
attitudes fromNew Zealandmeanwe
can come to the table with global

partners on an equal footing.”
These missions have also had a

strong political component.
A NZ-Singapore climate collabora-

tion has been formed for low emis-
sions long-haul flights and shipping.

Security ties with Japan have been
strengthened in the face of “unprece-
dented challenges” through a plan to
share more classified information on
international issues.

In Australia, Ardern secured agree-
ment from Prime Minister Anthony
Albanese to streamline the pathway
to citizenship for New Zealanders
living in Australia by Anzac Day next
year.

Ardern’s meeting with President
Joe Biden at the White House was
clearly the political centrepiece of her
US mission.

Just days earlier she had joined
leaders from 12 other Indo-Pacific
countries (there are now 15) in an-
nouncing talks toward negotiations
on the Indo-Pacific Economic Frame-
work for Prosperity (IPEF).

The IPEFhas been spearheadedby
the United States and has been
positioned as establishing a new
economic platform for the 21st cen-
tury based on democratic values,
with common rules on trade and
investment which stop short of fur-
ther tariff reductions.

The IPEF will have four pillars:
trade; supply chains, infrastructure
and decarbonsiation; and tax and
anti-corruption.

Trade and Export Growth Minister
Damien O’Connor has been invited to
a ministerial meeting in Los Angeles
in early September.

US Trade Representative Kathe-
rine Tai and the US Secretary of
Commerce Gina Raimondo will host

the talks. Tai’s office said last week
the participating countries — which
between them account for about 40
per cent of global gross domestic
product—will seek to “developahigh-
standard and inclusive economic
framework that will fuel economic
growth and benefit workers and
consumers across the region.”

They hope to have the rules in
place by the end of 2023 when the
United States will host the Apec
Leaders Meeting.

Ardern has logged thousands of
kilometres this year. On her watch as
prime minister, New Zealand has
inked free trade agreements with the
United Kingdom and the European
Union.

New Zealand trade experts have
welcomed the former. But there has
been disappointment on the out-
comes achieved for beef and dairy
exporters in the EU deal, which are
outlined in the Herald’s report.

Partnerships
The failure of the Trump Administra-
tion to move to secure the Trans-
Pacific Partnership (TPP) was a dis-
appointment for NZ’s agricultural
exporters. The US is New Zealand’s
third-largest market. The then-TPP
did not result in major market access.
But doors in the US would have
opened further and therewould have
been tariff reductions. The upshot is
that companies like Fonterra — the
world’s largest dairy exporter — have
moved ahead by forming partner-
ships to expand their footprint.

Cronin, who is Fonterra’s Manag-
ingDirector Co-operativeAffairs, says
a highlight for him of the US mission
was the time they spentwith their US-
based partner VitaKey.

“This is one of a number of partner-
ships we are developing with inven-
tors, entrepreneurs and academics at
MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology) in Boston, who have a real
affection for what we’re doing here
in New Zealand,” he says.

“VitaKey and one of its founders,
Bob Langer, who also started up the
biotech company Moderna have
proven technology for precision de-
livery of nutrients which is already
unlocking new ways to add value to
our dairy nutrition components in
our global markets.

“It was one of the first face-to-face
encounters with VitaKey and it was
great to be able to share that with
Minister O’Connor and New Zealand
business colleagues”.

Fonterra hasmore than 10 partner-
ships in the US, including with Motif
FoodWorks and Land O’Lakes.

Both Fonterra (and A2 Milk) have
wanted to export infant formula
supplies to the US, after a fatal food
safety scare closed formulamanufac-
turer Abbott — one of four companies
which between them control 90 per
cent of the US market.

Fonterra produces finished infant
formula for sale in New Zealand and
in some export markets. But the US
is not one of them, due to market
barriers.

O’Connor recently tweeted: “Disap-
pointing news during a shortage of
infant formula. Would be great to be
able to provide our nutritious pro-
ducts for families in the US market.”

Other agribusiness exporters to
take part in the US mission include
Zespri International andNewZealand
Merino.

The USmission also had an invest-
ment focus, with visits to Amazon
Web Services and Microsoft which
are both making multibillion-dollar
investments in NZ data centres.’

A recent stocktake — The NZ-US
trade relationship: Stability and divers-
ity in a time of change — com-
missioned jointly by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Trade and the NZ
US Council looks at how the relation-
ship has grown steadily over the past
15 years.

Goods and services trade expan-
ded by an average of more than 5 per
cent per year between2007and2019,
with services trade showing impress-
ive average growth of almost 8 per
cent per year. The report effectively
demonstrates the breadth, increasing
diverse and vibrant and innovative
nature of the commercial relation-
ships NZ shares with the US.

Key points from the report:
● New Zealand’s export profile is

becoming more diversified: services
trade has become more important.

● Traditional pastoral goods
exports are changing in nature and
being supplemented with horticul-
tural products.

● Innovative, high-tech manufac-
tured goods and services are support-
ing US firms’ productivity.

● New Zealand exporters are re-
sponding to US consumer demands
for quality healthcare, medical and
lifestyle products.
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Time is ripe for re-shaping
New Zealand’s trade policy

The oft-heard trope of
“we should reduce our

reliance on China” is
usually silent onwho

“we” is, howmuch “we”
should reduce our

exposure, andwhere
else “we” should sell.

John Ballingall
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A s a pointy-headed economist
and trade geek sitting in my
comfortable office in Well-
ington, I have nothing but

admiration for our primary sector.
Over the past year New Zealand’s

farmers, orchardists, grapegrowers and
their processing industries have battled
through Covid, conflict in Ukraine, a
wobbly global recovery, supply chain
chaos, volatile weather, labour short-
ages, uncertainty over emissions
pricing, and spiking costs to namea few.

Through all this mayhem, the value
of our food and fibre exports have
grown strongly — up around 9 per cent
to over $53 billion in the year to June
2022. Much kudos is due.

While the primary sector has been
fighting these headwinds, I’ve been
busy pontificating about the future of
our trade policy and what it might
mean for the agri-food businesses.

Yeah, I don’t get out much.
The over-riding narrative in recent

times has been export diversification.
China accounted for 30.3 per cent of

New Zealand’s total goods exports in
the year to June 2022, and its share of
dairy, meat and seafood exports is
around 40 per cent. This undoubtedly
leaves some agri-food exporters ex-
posed to market slowdowns in China
or punitive actions from Beijing.

But identifying a potential risk and
specifying what should be done about
it are different things. The trope of “we
should reduce our reliance on China”
is usually silent on who “we” is, how
much “we” should reduce our ex-
posure, andwhere else “we” should sell.

There is no ‘correct’ share of a firm’s
exports that should go to China (or any
othermarket). Each firm needs tomake
its own commercial assessment of con-
centration risks and weigh up potential
costs against the benefits — the sheer
volume of demand and higher per unit
prices — they receive from China.

Should firms decide that diversifica-
tion is in their interests, then the gov-
ernment has come to the party over the
past 12 months in terms of opening
additionalmarketoptions in theUKand
EU — at least for most products. These
free trade agreements (FTAs) provide
welcome optionality for some New
Zealand exporters, but there are three
main reasons, in my view, that they are
unlikely to drive a substantial shift in
our trade patterns.

First, there’s the issue of sheer scale.
The UK takes 2.2 per cent of our goods
exports, and the EU takes 6.3 per cent.
So combined, these markets only ac-
count for just over a quarter of what
we currently sell to China.

Second, China’smiddle class is grow-

ing rapidly andwith this incomegrowth
comes changes in consumer prefer-
ences towards high quality consumer
food products and ingredients. These
structural shifts are not happening in
other markets to such a degree.

Third, the EU does tightly managed
trade, not free trade. It remains highly
protected for key New Zealand exports
such as beef, lamb, butter, cheese and
milk powders. The European Union
Free Trade Agreement, while offering
modest (if I’m being generous) market
access improvements in these pro-
ducts, doesn’t deliver a sufficiently
compelling commercial alternative to
China for all exporters.

So which other large, growing
markets might offer New Zealand fur-
ther diversification options?

The Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC)
FTA negotiations have re-started after
being on ice since 2009. Given GCC’s
collective size as an export market —
larger than theUK, Taiwanor Indonesia
— there is certainly some value in
seeking to conclude a high quality,
comprehensive FTA. However, existing
tariffs are low (5 per cent for almost all
products) and some GCC economies’

desire to be self-sufficient in dairy and
meat could prove problematic for con-
cluding a quality deal.

The two other most obvious candi-
dates are the US and India.

Sadly, despite getting close via the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (US) and the
Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (India), the prospects for
New Zealand agri-food exporters get-
ting improved access to these long-
standing trade policy priority markets
seem remote in the short-term.

Beyond the US, India and GCC, our
2021 report for the New Zealand Inter-
national Business Forumdemonstrated
she’s a hard road finding the next
perfect FTA partner. There are large
countries, but they often have low
average incomes. There are fast-
growing countries, but they’re often
tiny. Andmanywill be reluctant to offer
the sort of market access we would
want for our agricultural products.

This all points to diminishing returns
from future FTAnegotiations. Commer-
cial gains are likely to be small, accrue
to a narrow range of exporters, or both.

So it is reasonable to ask whether
New Zealand now needs to explore
alternatives to negotiating resource-
intensive and complex FTAs that regu-
larly stretch to over 25 chapters apiece.
To be clear, our FTAs have served, and
continue to serve, New Zealand very
well.

The question is: what’s next?
Myhumble suggestion is that officials
and exporters work together to make
trade policy more explicitly about
reducing transaction costs writ large.
This doesn’t need to happen through
traditional FTA negotiations. Expor-

ters face many types of costs along
their supply chains, of which tariffs
are but one. For example, there is
empirical evidence to suggest that
non-tariff measures (NTMs), which
are hard to reduce through FTAs,
impose far greater costs on New
Zealand exporters than tariffs. NTMs
cover at least 83 per cent of our goods
exports and have an annual com-
pliance cost of over $12 billion.

On average, New Zealand meat
exports typically face 28NTMs across
the markets to which they are expor-
ted, dairy 24 NTMs, and fish 20 NTMs.
That’s a lot of paperwork and admin-
istrative cost.

It certainly won’t be easy to per-
suadeour trading partners to ease the
burden of these NTMs, and some are
in place for valid public policy
purposes. But might the long-term
economic payoff from substantially
redirecting our trade negotiating and
diplomatic resources towards reduc-
ing NTMs be greater than that from
future FTAs?

Trade facilitation is another area
that might warrant more resourcing.
The faster and easier it is for our
primary product export consign-
ments to get through offshore ports
and logistics chains, the more com-
petitive our exports will be, and the
higher the returns to Kiwi exporters.

Trade facilitation should be a
pretty easy sell from a political econ-
omy perspective. It delivers ef-
ficiency gains for both exporters and
importers. It’s hard to see who loses.
And Covid and subsequent supply
chain snarl-ups have demonstrated
how vital it is to have essential goods
flowing as freely as possible across

borders. Perhaps the time is right to
devote significantly more resources
to this space.

It is for these transaction cost
arguments that I am less cynical and
more optimistic thanmany about the
potential benefits from an ambitious
Indo-Pacific Economic Framework
(IPEF), the US-led vehicle for deepen-
ing regional economic integration
that New Zealand has signed up to.

For sure, it’s not a traditional FTA
that includes market access. But that
is a feature, not a bug. Without the
need for Congressional approval on
tariff reductions, there may be more
scope for officials to co-operate cre-
atively to reduce other forms of trans-
action costs in the Indo-Pacific that
hurt New Zealand exporters’ com-
petitiveness and margins.

IPEF’s negotiating pillars currently
cover digital trade, infrastructure,
trade facilitation, decarbonisation,
technology and transparency around
tax regimes, for example. Small re-
gional improvements in efficiency
across these could add up to some-
thing material for our exporters.

Now, lest I be accused of being
Pollyanna, I recognise IPEF is not
without its own challenges. How it
plays out in practice is not yet clear.
Potential gains could take time to
eventuate. And these may be in-
cremental rather than monumental.

But at least the discussions are
happening, and New Zealand is at the
table helping to shape the agenda.
Deepening institutional linkages
through regular face-to-face contact
with the other 13 economies in IPEF
could have longer-term payoffs in
terms ofmore quickly and effectively
addressing future trade irritants.

Trade policy, like all policy, must
evolve over time. Our negotiators
have shown their creativity in other
areas with novel “open plurilateral”
arrangements such as the Digital
Economic Partnership Agreement
and the Agreement on Climate
Change, Trade and Sustainability.

My challenge to them is to think
about how to conceptualise and re-
source New Zealand’s future trade
policy as it relates to transaction costs
in the agri-food sector.

I don’t have theanswers, but I think
it’s essential we — officials, Ministers,
agri-food businesses, even pointy-
headed economists — have the con-
versation.
● JohnBallingall is apartner at Sense
Partners, an independent economic
consultancy.He specialises in trade
policy, development, climate change
and regulatory analysis.His clients
include several government agencies,
industrybodies andexporters.

Sense Partners
reports

Wanted-new-FTA-Partnerswas
commissionedby theNZ
International BusinessForum in
2021 andcanbe locatedon the
tradeworks.org.nzwebsite.

Other relevant SensePartners
reports include:TheNZ-US trade
relationship: Stability anddiversity
in a timeof changewhich canbe
foundatmfat.govt.nz and
nzuscouncil.org.nz andHowmany
eggs inhowmanybaskets—The
NewZealand-ChinaTradeand
BusinessRelationship2022Update
whichwas commissionedby the
NZChinaCouncil andcanbe found
atnzchinacouncil.org.nz
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CEOs of NZ's largest exporters to China talked strategy
at the China Business Summit writes Tim McCready

‘Imaginary alliances’ do our trade no good
Increasingly

patriotic Chinese
consumers favour
those who not only

sell to, but also
demonstrate their

respect and
participation in the
Chinese domestic

market.

There are always good arguments for
trade diversification, but for a small,
narrow economy like New Zealand’s,
the first concern is its own stability
and common wealth, not imaginary
alliances with those who have little
to offer but flattery and coercion to
join their strategic endeavours.

China has become the New Zea-
land dairy industry’s domestic mar-
ket as we produce far more than we
could ever consume at home, andwe
have good access. We have been told
for years by the government that free
trade agreements with India, and the
US were on the way, but they haven’t
emerged. Even when they are
completed, the terms are unlikely to
be competitive with what we have
with China.

Some New Zealand firms will
diversify to other markets through
growth over time, but currently there
is a conflict between the good logic
ofwanting greater diversification and
the practicality of many firms doing

so, having built up long-standing re-
lationships of trust and value in
China.

Despite strategic setbacks in the
past, Fonterra is nowahighly success-
ful company in China, selling over $4
billion of products and ingredients in
2021.

Zespri is holding its rare position
as a rare premium fruit brand in an
otherwise commoditised market.,

Despite Chinese competition from
stolen New Zealand SunGold vines.
Zespri can best counter this competi-
tion and secure its brand’s endurance
when it builds its own presence in the
Chinese industry.

The company is currently con-
strained by some from the industry
in New Zealandwho fear, mistakenly,
that if Zespri were to work with
orchardists in China their proprietary
technology and know-how would be
lost.

Chinese farmers have been grow-
ing fruit successfully for thousands of
years. Many have already developed
quality SunGold orchards by combin-
ing deep horticultural experience
with plentiful online resources de-
scribing New Zealand’s best kiwifruit
growing practices. New Zealand kiwi-
fruit growers would be better to part-
ner with Chinese orchardists such as

those in Sichuan to create andprotect
value for Zespri together.

NewZealand enjoys strongmarket
niches, mostly in food and nutritional
products, while there is promising
growth in services and technology.

But companies need to do more to
protect and expand their markets.
NewZealand companiesmust also be
careful not to underestimate the
sophistication of the Chinese con-
sumer and the dynamism of the local
competition. New Zealand compan-
ies have largely failed to utilise the
growing community of educated, ex-
periencedChineseNewZealanders to
guide them in China and help them
to understand China in New Zealand
boardrooms.

Exporters selling to China without
investing in and forming strong local
partnerships risk losing their position
in the case of a political disagreement
between Wellington and Beijing.

Despite sevenyears ofWashington
placing tariffs on Chinese goods, and
China retaliating in kind, American
companies and products in China
have not been targeted by Beijing.
The prime reason is that so many US
firms are invested in China,
employing local people and expor-
ting goods from China-based fac-
tories.

Another more benign reason for
New Zealand exporters to invest in
China is that increasingly patriotic
Chinese consumers favour thosewho
not only sell to, but also demonstrate
their respect and participation in the

Chinese domestic market. Les Mills
China’s Shanghai-based team, despite
the service sector stalling due to
Covid lockdowns in recent months,
have managed to do this in the local
fitness sector.

Chinese consumers have confid-
ence in New Zealand’s food and pro-
duct safety, recently enhanced by the
manner in which the country mana-
ged Covid. Once, consumers consid-
ered Switzerland as the most reliable
foreign country; that place is now
held by New Zealand.

It has not been lost on Chinese
consumers that New Zealand differs
from other Western nations in that it
judges China less harshly, despite the
anomaly of being a party to the Five
Eyes alliance. Consumers sense that
New Zealand has not aligned itself
with the US and its allies in trying to
contain China.

It may not appear to reflect a
fundamental change in policy, but
New Zealand needs to be careful to
ensure that perceptions in the region,
not just in Beijing, reflects its true
intentions. NewZealand is no nation’s
suzerain, not the US or China’s.

● DavidMahon isExecutive
ChairmanofMahonChina Investment
Management.

MilesHurrell
Miles Hurrell is chief executive of Fonterra,
the world’s largest dairy exporter

Thisyearmarks50yearsof diplomatic relations
betweenNewZealandandChina, a significant
milestone in the relationshipwithour largest
tradingpartner.

FonterraCEOMilesHurrell says thedairyco-
operativealsoentered theChinamarket 50
years agoand it continues tobea strategically
importantmarket, receivingaroundone-third
of itsmilk.

Thedairy giant’s strategy inChina is tomeet
thegrowingneedof customersandconsumers
forhigh-qualitynutritionandprovidepremium
dairy to its peoplebothonline and in-store.

“China is an importantpart of theglobal
industry supplychain. Innovation,
sustainability andefficiencyhave seenus
succeedover thepast 40plusyears andwe
firmlybelieve thesewill underpinour future
growth,”Hurrell told theChinaBusiness Summit
which tookplaceearlier thismonth.

Despite somesofteningdue toCovid-19,
Fonterra continues to see firmdemand inChina
in themediumto long-term.

“In this current financial year, our ingredients
business continues tobenefit fromstrong
demandandgreatmargins—especially for
proteins.”

There is a strongalignmentbetween
Fonterra’s keypriorities and thoseof the
ChineseGovernment. Chinahasbeenactively
pushing for its residents to increasedairy
consumption, advisingan intakeof 300gper

person.On the sustainability front, Chinahas
indicatedboldplans tohave its emissionspeak
before2030andultimatelyachievecarbon
neutralitybefore2060.

“Therearegoodexamplesofusworking
togetheronaddressing thesechallenges,” says
Hurrell.

“Wewerepleased to launchour carbonzero
butter at the 2021China International Import
Expoandareworkingwithcustomers inChina
todeliver sustainable solutions that contribute
to their carbon reductionobjectives.”

Hurrell says the farming systems thatNew
Zealandoperates—not just fromadairy
perspective—put this country in a strong
position fromasustainabilityperspective.

“Chineseconsumersvaluewhatweproduce
here inNewZealandand theway thatwe
produce it andcare forour animals andour
land.Theyareprepared topay for that.”

Fonterra isnot complacent and is focusing
onproduct innovation inhigh-value, niche
categories. It is also looking to grow its food
service inChinabyenteringmoreTier 3 toTier
5 cities.

Hurrell doesn’t expect salesvolumes inChina
togrowbeyond thecurrent thirdofFonterra’s
exports. “Iwouldn’t seeour supply toChina
increasing, but I don’t see it fallingawayanytime
sooneither.”

He says that increasingly,moremarkets are
understandingwhatNewZealandproduces
and theprovenance story that goeswith it.

“The rest of theworld is starting to recognise
the importanceofwhatwedo.”

DanMathieson
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Zespri chief executive Dan Mathieson says
relationships are critical to its success in
China

Zespri hasbeen inChina for 20years, and it
represents a significantmarket for thekiwifruit
marketer—makingup25per cent of total sales
andoneof itshighest-returningmarkets.

“Wehaveavery strongposition inChinawith
healthy, nutritious foods that their consumers
want,” Zespri CEODanMathieson told the
summit.

In theearlydaysof its relationshipwith
China, Zespri operated fromadistanceandhad
no real understandingof the intricacies of the
market. “Fast forward to today,wenowhave
100people inChinaacross all of thecritical
elementsofpartnershipbuilding, and that
servesus inverygoodstead,”Mathiesonsays.

Thatpartnershipbuilding includesa shift
fromZespri beinga “value taker” in theearly
yearsof the relationship, tonow investing in
China itself. “In the lastdecadewe’ve really
doubleddownour focusonsocial contribution
and trying towork ina sustainablewaywith
ourpartners inChina—and there’s a lotmore
of that to come.”

Mathiesonsays it is the strengthof the
relationshipsZespri has inChina thathas
enabled it toovercomechallenges in recent
years.

“Wewerenervousabout engagingwith
Chineseofficials andpartners for a long time.
Wedidn’t understandeachother and tiptoed
around issues. Butwenowunderstand thatwe

want tohave theupfront conversations. If
you’vegot challenges, youneed toput them
on the table. Youwon’t always findan
immediate solution, but at leastyougoaway
fromthatmeetingwitheveryone thinkingabout
the samechallenges and trying to find
solutions.”

After a small sampleof its kiwifruit tested
positive forCovid-19during routine testingat
a retailer inChina, Zespri launchedemergency
managementplans that includedcooperating
with relevant government agencies to trace the
product shipment. “Itwas the relationshipswith
ourpartners inChinaandwithgovernment
agencies that alertedus to the issuesquickly
andgaveus the space to respondandminimise
disruption toour sales and reputationaldamage
to thebrand.”

Another significant challenge for the
businesshasbeen the lockdowns inShanghai.
Within sixweeks, Zespri had todivert all its
vessels from theShanghaiPort to anotherport
a fewhoursdown thecoast. “Normally thatdoes
nothappen— there is a lot ofprocessand
procedure togo through,”Mathiesonsays. “But
the relationshipswebuilt upovernearly two
decadeshelpedus tomovequicklyand
successfully import the sameamountof
kiwifruit.”

MathiesonsaysZespri’s relationshipswill be
essential tohelping it continue to expand its
sales inChina in second, third and fourth-tier
cities. It plans todouble its current sales
volumesby2030andexpectsonline sales to
expand from30per cent to 50per cent.

Agribusiness
David Mahon
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Turbulence in global trade
In these difficult economic times, NZ has to carefullymanage its relationship with China, writes Stephen Jacobi

Stephen Jacobi at an ABAC meeting
in Vietnam.

This concern about
tradewith China is
not just to dowith

economics, but with
geo-politics, and the

unhealthy
competition that

exists today
between theworld’s
largest and second-
largest economies.

Graphics / MPI

Amidst the political topsy
turvyof recentweeks came
the news that the Govern-
ment has refreshed its

Trade Recovery Strategy. That’s good
news because, for exporters and the
global economy as a whole, it’s tough
out there.

The pandemic is by no means
over, there is war in Europe, supply
chain bottlenecks are disrupting
markets, inflation and protectionism
are taking their toll.

We need to look no further than
Putin’s abominable war in Ukraine to
see why the chances of an early
recovery in the global economy have
been wrecked.

The better news is that New Zea-
land’s exports are continuing to flow
to global consumers. As it did at the
height of the pandemic, trade is
upholding the New Zealand econ-
omy.

Last year New Zealand’s exports
grew by 6 per cent.

Both exports and imports remain
hampered by an exponential rise in
shipping rates which makes getting
products to and from market excep-
tionally difficult and expensive.

One market stands out from the
rest in terms of growth: exports to
China grew 21 per cent in 2021 and
China now takes 32 per cent of New
Zealand’s exports.

While other countries like Aus-
tralia and Chile have an even larger
exposure to China, New Zealand’s
trade with China is growing very
rapidly — 11 years ago, the figure was
only 12.8 per cent.

This has led to growing debate
about whether this trade concen-
tration on China poses risks and
whether New Zealand should be
taking steps to “diversify”.

In fact this concern about trade
with China is not just to do with
economics, but with geo-politics, and
the unhealthy competition that exists
today between the world’s largest
and second-largest economies.

Dragons are back on our screens
at present, but the rise of the Chinese
dragon has been a game-changer in
the first quarter of the 21st century.

It is sometimes claimed that New
Zealand risks being forced to choose
between China and our more tra-
ditional allies.

In fact, New Zealand chose a long
time ago to be an open, liberal,market
democracy, which naturally leads us
to identify with others sharing similar
values.

A growing economic relationship
with China need not change that, nor
has it done so to date.

It does however require New Zea-
land, particularly in these difficult
economic times, to manage carefully
our relationship with China, particu-
larly as Chinese consumers show no
sign of wanting to stop buying the
things we have to sell.

Diversifying New Zealand’s export
profile is frustrated by the lack of
access to alternative markets.

The recent New Zealand-United
Kingdom free trade agreement
(NZUKFTA) a very good agreement
from New Zealand’s point of view —
one of the best we have ever
negotiated.

The agreement delivers for New
Zealand commercially meaningful
outcomes for all items of export in-
terest from day one, backed up by
world-class trade facilitation and co-
operation mechanisms that can
address any problems that might
arise.

The agreement includes the first
ever stand-alone chapter on Indigen-
ous co-operation we have put into an
FTA.

In some key areas like the environ-
ment, climate change and the digital
economy the FTA goes much further
than previously.

The news is not nearly as good
with the European Union (EU), where
agreement on an FTA was reached
in the context of the Prime Minister’s
June visit to Europe.

This was a long and arduous nego-
tiation with a 450-million strong con-

sumer market, ranking as our third-
largest export destination.

It was always going to be hard to
secure ambitious outcomes for dairy
and meat and so it proved.

Agricultural protectionism is still
alive and well in Europe.

On the positive side the FTA
delivers valuable tariff free access for
a rangeof important sectors including
apples, kiwifruit, other horticulture,
honey, fish andwine, as well as better
access for services and manufac-
tured products.

There area rangeof otherpositives
too — including another chapter on
Māori economic co-operation,
enhanced and enforceable pro-
visions on sustainability and climate
change and the digital economy.

Unfortunately, despite the best
efforts of negotiators, the agreement
in principle does not deliver commer-
cially meaningful outcomes for our
largest exporters, dairy and meat.

Even after full implementation, the
dairy and beef sectors will face small
quotas and high tariffs, restricting
their ability to grow the market in a

commercially meaningful way.
That means that the agreement’s

usefulness in terms of trade diversi-
fication will be limited.

There’s no doubt that turbulence
inworld trade is causing problems for
our trade recovery.

New Zealand’s free trade agree-
ments — when they address our key
interests — can provide some miti-
gation against the worst effects of
economic disruption.

Opening new markets, keeping
them open and putting in place ef-
fective rules which allow trade to
flow and minimise costs are of vital
interest to the country as a whole.

The complex geo-politics are far
from easy to manage, but manage
them we must.

In a world full of turbulence and
risk, our exporters need all the help
they can get.

● StephenJacobi is theExecutive
Director of theNZ International
BusinessForumand thealternate
memberof theApecBusinessAdvisory
Council (ABAC) inNZ.
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Agility is at the core of success
Meat companies
have continued to
develop and
innovate to
meet consumer
demand, writes
Sirma Karapeeva

It is this
commitment to

continual
improvement and

adaptation that
allows the sector to

contribute so
significantly to the

New Zealand
economy.

T he pandemic, growing geo-
political instability, labour
shortages, inflation and ship-
ping and logistics disruption

have highlighted a key characteristic
of business survival — agility.

Over the last two years, the red
meat processing and exporting indus-
try has shown that agility is at its very
core. Companies have shifted pro-
ducts on thewater between countries
and between channels to counteract
the impact of Covid-19 shutdowns
and to continue to capitalise on
strong global demand and pricing for
protein.

Companies have continued to de-
velop new and innovative products
tomeet evolving consumerdemands.
Silver Fern Farms launched its Car-
bon Neutral Beef in New York along-
side the Prime Minister, ANZCO con-
tinues to grow its convenience pro-
duct line Angel Bay and Alliance is
building its Handpicked 55-Day Aged
Beef programme. New Zealand red
meat companies are also investing in
innovative value-add healthcare pro-
ducts while also bringing quality New
Zealand red meat directly to the
consumer via on-line channels.

Evolution and innovation is also
embedded in the industry’s DNA.

It is this commitment to continual
improvement and adaptation that
allows the sector to contribute so
significantly to the New Zealand
economy. As the second largest
goods exporter, the $11 billion export
earnings is crucial to the wellbeing of
rural communities and the liveli-
hoods of some25,000workers across
New Zealand.

The ability to export to a wide
range of markets has been, and will

continue to be, important to our
success. We match products with
consumers in the 110 markets our
companies export to, maximising the
value of each animal and the returns
to farmers and rural communities.

Not only does having options al-
low companies to maximise value, it
is also important to the resilience of
our companies in a volatile and un-
predictable global market.

Successive New Zealand govern-
ments have negotiated an impressive
network of high-quality free trade
agreements (FTAs), which have
served the industry well. With nearly
73 per cent of our exports covered
by preferential trade deals, our pro-
ducts are more competitive and our
companies have been more able to
invest in strong customer relation-
ships across the world. Some of these
trade agreements have led to un-
precedented growth and opportun-

ities in emerging markets.
China is a prime example. In 2008,

the New Zealand/China trade agree-
ment secured us tariff free access into
a huge market with growing demand
for protein at very high prices.

At the time, New Zealand was the
first developed country to sign a deal
with China and that allowed our
companies a head start. It is no won-
der that a large percentage of our
meat exports are China-bound.

Our exports to China have grown
significantly and today China
accounts for 440,000 tonnes by vol-
ume and $4.1b by value. It is, and will
continue to be, an important market.

It is true that the sector’s exports
to China are significant, but diversi-
fication remains a priority and cor-
nerstone of the sector’s export strat-
egy. Companieshave strong commer-
cial relationships in 110 markets
around the world and are always

seeking out newmarkets, particularly
markets with consumers who are
demanding quality premium pro-
ducts and are willing to pay premium
prices — markets such as the US, UK
and EU.

Our exports to the US remain
strong and are starting to diversify.
Traditionally a beef market, we are
now seeing an increasing demand for
sheepmeat.

Sheepmeat exports to the US grew
18 per cent by volume in 2021/22 to
32,475 tonnes and 62 per cent by
value to $601 million. This was a
record volume and value of exports
to that market.

Lamb is a high-end product in the
US, and this was reflected in the
average FoB value of $18.52/kg for
exports to the US the year, a 37 per
cent increase from the previous year,
andsignificantlyhigher than theaver-
age FoB value of $11.81 for overall
sheepmeat exports during the year.

The UK will continue to be an
important market for our value-add
chilled lamb and the recently conclu-
ded FTA, once implemented, will
enable companies todevelop thebeef
market for our premium products.

The EU is a market of nearly 450
million consumers, many of which
have strong preferences for products
with verifiable claims such as hor-
mone free, grass fed, raised without
antibiotics, carbon neutral/zero.
When we talk about putting greater
focus on volume to “value” and
“values”, the EU is a big opportunity
andone thatNewZealand is verywell
placed to meet.

It is for this reason the industrywas
disappointed with the poor outcome
for our sector of the EU/NZ FTA. The
FTA outcome for beef barely covers
existing trade and as a consequence,
it is a missed opportunity for our
companies to be able to tap into a
large and lucrative market that can
provide some further optionality to
strengthen the industry’s agility to
weather global disruptions.

Looking to the future, the chal-
lenge remains to open up new
markets and to develop and evolve
products to respond to emerging con-
sumer trend and customer needs.

● SirmaKarapeeva is CEOof theMeat
IndustryAssociation
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